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CHAPTER I
THE UNIT PLAN OP ORGANIZING SUBJECT MTTER
An Examination of The Unit Plan of Organizing
Subject Matter
Many people believe the unit plan of organizing subject
matter to be a satisfactory method of meeting the requirements
of education today* It satisfies the demands caused by (1) the
Increase in the number and kinds of pupils enrolled in the sec-
ondary schools since 1890, (2) an acknowledged purpose of
education, and (3) the findings of educational psychology.
The number and kinds of pupils enrolled in the secondary
schools of the United States since 1890 . --The high schools of
the United States have increased both in number and in size
since 1890.
"In 1890.... only 1 child in 10 reaching their teens
in the United States entered high school, ... .whereas in
1918. . . .ap^oximately 1 child in 3 entered the high
school." 1/
"Since 1900 the high-school population has grown
tremendously. .. .Statistically, we know that the school is
now holding twic.e as many pupils in the fourth year as it
did in 1912." 2/






Monograph No. 13, National Survey of
Secondary Education, Superintendent of Documents, Washington,
D. C., 1932, pp. 2-3.
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2”In 1890 there were 202,963 pupils enrolled in public
secondary schools. In 1923 this number was 3,434,525, or
an increase of 1,750 per cent.*' i/
That this increase in number of pupils represents an in-
crease in kinds of pupils is obvious when we realize that
compulsory education today is enforced by law so that children
of widely varying social and economic backgrounds all over the
United States are compelled to attend school.
"Of recent years attendance has come to be required
for the entire school term and compulsory education is
being extended into the secondary school period." 2/
The purposes for which early schools were attended served
to restrict the pupils to fairly homogeneous groups, but today
the groups are heterogeneous. Thayer considers this when he
says
"The secondary school no longer serves the future
ministers and lawyers as did the grammar school, nor the
future leaders of commerce and industry as did the acad-
emy and the early high school. The present student-body
is drawn from every class in the community with the
diversities of backgrounds which this implies, and, what
is of equal importance, the boys and girls who make up
this student-body are destined for widely different life
goals . " 3/
Variety in intelligence adds to the heterogeneity of the
present secondary-school population.
i/ V. T. Thayer, The Passing of the Recitation
, D. C. Heath and
Co., Boston, Mass. 1928, p. 6.
y Ibid., p. 148
y Ibid., p. 153
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3"Thorndike tells us that in 1390, 95 per cent of the
secondary-school pupils were above average In native
mentality. In 1918 the investigation showed that but
83 per cent of the pupils then in secondary schools were
above average in mentality. By 1930 a very much lower
percentage might be expected." i/
Hence, the secondary school has had an influx of great
numbers of varied types of people.
An acloiowled^ed purpose of education today . --Thayer recognizes
that this change of personnel in the high school influences the
purposes of education. He says
"The rapid growth, of immigration and the industrial
revolution, with its transformation of our social and
economic life, has lead to an increasing emphasis upon
the importance of the school as an agency for .the prepara-
tion of future participation in this life." 2/
Bode in Modern Educational Theories
,
says
"l/Ve no longer have a rigidly stratified society, and
so we are ceasing to regard education as a means of pre-
paring peraons for a predetermined social and vocational
status." 3/
The responsibility of education today means preparing
an "individual for intelligent participation in a changing
social order". ^
IT Wm. John Cooper, loc . clt.
2/ V. T. Thayer, op. clt., p. 148.
—/ Boyd H. Bode, Modern Educational Theories
, MacMillan Co.,
New York, 1927, p. 32.
1/ Roy 0. Billett, Directed Learning and the Unit Assignment
.
Bulletin of the Department of Secondary-School Principals of
the N. E. A., no. 45, 1933, p. 56.
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4Modern educational psychology * It is one thing,
however, to provide facilities for the education of all
children, and another to make certain tJciSit everyone shares
in the opportunities thus afforded.” 2/
Leaders in educational research are studying the problem
of so organizing methods of instruction that the present
compulsory education will benefit all children. As a result,
several widely used methods of organization of subject matter
are based on a consideration of the conditions under which
learning takes place, not the least important of these condi-
tions being Implied in the statement that
”A11 learning originates in the interaction of the
individual with his environment, that is, in experi-
ence.” 2/
According to \'7heeler, for efficient learning, one must
have a definite goal; the task must be neither too hard, nor
too easy; the task must be presented so that a connection
between past experience and personal relationship must be es-
tablished; the learning must be of a suitable emotional char-
acter,
"Thorndike ^s theory is an Illustration, for according
to him the pleasure and satisfaction attending success or
reward so vivify the impressions of the moment that the
latter are more readily retained”
ITRaymond Holder Wheeler, The Science of Psychology
,
Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., New York, 1929, pp. 241-2. .
Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 55.
3/ Raymond Holder vVheeler, op. cit., p. 252.
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5the trials must be carefully distributed and of sufficient
number, and different tasks must have relation in time to aid
learning.
Change in educational me thod «— "As part of a general move-
ment toward the more efficient and valid direction of
learning, the fundamental changes which have occurred in
the philosophy, the psychology, and the principles of
education have been followed or paralleled by radical
changes in classroom procedure. In the secondary school
the most thoroughgoing of these changes in classroom
procedure has been introduced under the name of one or
another of ten plans, methods, or techniques which in the
aggregate may be designated as 'plans characterized by
the unit assignment'. These plans are known in educa-
tional literature as (1) the project method, (2) the
problem method, (3) differentiated assignments, (4) long-
unit assignments, (5) the contract plan, (6) the labora-
tory plan, (7) individualized instruction, (8) the
Morrison plan or some modification, (9) the Wlnnetka
technique or some modification, sind (10) the Dalton plan
or some modification. A central feature of each of these
ten plans is the direction of learning by means of some
form of the unit assignment with resultant modification
of classroom procedure”. 1/
Considerations Involved in Developing The Units
Set Forth in This Thesis
The criteria used in preparing the units . --The unit organ-
ization of certain aspects of English presented in the following
chapters of this paper have been developed with careful atten-
tion to (1) the modern idea of what should constitute the
phases of modern classroom procedure, namely (a) the intro-
ductory period, (b) the Individual work or laboratory period,
(c) the period of class discussion, and (d) the testing
V Roy 0. Blllett, op. cit., p. 58.
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6period; i/ (2) the conditions which promote learning, as
stated by Wheeler, ‘iJ and by other leaders in psychology; and
(3) an acknowledged purpose of education in the United States
today. ^
The unit««-The section called "the unit" satisfies a
condition of learning, for in it is stated a definite teacher*
s
goal in terms of concepts or skills, or both.
A concept is a term used to indicate those conditions of
the mind which guide our thought and behavior. It would seem
that if man*s behavior is guided by concepts, and man, through
his education, is to be prepared to live intelligently in a
changing world, those concepts necessary to enable him to live
a desirable life should be the aims of learning*
"Concepts are formed by using suggestions as tools for
reorganization or reconstruction of experience* This re-
construction must be done by the pupil himself, but an
understanding of the nature of the concept affords certain
clues for the guidance of the teacher. .. .New material must
be introduced. .. .and the pupil must be encouraged and
guided in using the concept as a basis of inference." ^ .
Throughout their discussions of a goal, both V/heeler and
Bode have pointed out that the goal must be definite and
i/ Roy 0. Billett, op. cit., p. 66.
^ See pp. 4-5.
^ See p. 3.
4/ Boyd H. Bode, Conflicting Psychologies of Learning, D.C.
Heath and Co., Boston, 1929, p. 279.
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7Identified closely enough with the pupil's interests so that
he accepts it as a goal.
What definite concepts are to be the goals? To what con-
cepts should pupils be guided in order to be best fitted to
enter a changing social order? Patriotism, tolerance, justice
—
any number of concepts are generally considered desirable. The
complete list of desirable concepts, however, is yet to be
determined by research. Today, these concepts must be decided
empirically according to the best judgment of the teacher. The
teacher must then examine his subject Tnatter sind determine its
possible contributions to preparation for Intelligent partic-
ipation in this changing social order. A statement of the
contributions of the subject matter, in terms of concepts and
skills, is the unit.
The unit analys is . --The unit analysis is made up of
statements indicating more precisely and more in detail, the
concepts and skills which the pupils are expected to acquire.
Attitudes, appreciations, and knowledges which the teacher
expects to be acquired Incidentally to the goal are stated in
the section called "probable incidental learning". These
objectives although not arranged for directly through teaching
situations, will, however, be a careful consideration of the
teacher throughout the period given to the study of the unit.
The unit assignment «— ”In the practices of the schools
studied the unit assignment consists of the suggested or
required activities and experiences planned by the teacher
oc erfit dil^f ii^^o;:o ^XecoXo bQJij.lij ttnbl.
.Xso; *-• i;j& -t e-rf
!00 34‘+f’v cT ?Eri30* a<-:t ^c\ e'Tir eij.ienxjc:* (ib
oi ’^ 9^31'' tfaocf 0d 03 nl jbo.Mj:?^ e»c ellqiicj : '^ijodt,
“ftDi?awJ, ,eof;fi»reJod- ? lefyio IbXooe fl ‘idqfio
o'iT .©Xus'ti'fc&ft Jbe*ie5XErf6o viXlBianej e*ija a^qeonoo io ij;n3
oX Xey: eX <i£*voviOi( ^cXqoorroo eldniieol^ lo ;i*/I ©.loXtitnco
o/fX ."codoasr odo lo J. Xeocf exW oX '^nltrfooon ylljsol'iiqise
evX .ofTi?r‘;cXeb bxiB leX vXju :T Xoo(,dirt < Xi:{ erJiujiX^ nedX daiLTfu 'Xoj^ x-eX
-oioTBCT ritfj^XXXeXiiX *10^1 /roXoA^;i»q9-':g oX tncIXx dX'iXrfoo e-XoJtfic-q
odX 'ic Xrer.'^jBXB A .-'sMo Xtlooe e.XrfX nX noXX^-qX
bna 8X',6S/ioo lo wtBv nl ,'ioXXi’r Xo$(;dijt cafe lo Biic?Xi/,cX*:XrfCO
.~'citj ©xiX rX ,aIiX>io
©fij nX ortofc fens -tloeXooiq oii.,tn, 5nX-p:/Xf>nX EXaef^o3aCa
.©•tUrpo^ oX beXooqx© otcb eXX.ij/q xj
qeaiiiceci ©di doiifw EO^fc©XTi?ofO/ brta * enoX^BXoe'iQqa , efcrtfXl j-^a
r;X ©»iB. Xftog ©xI.T o;t Y-^Isd/i&bXoni oo^iii/pos ad o3 ewT-' oqr
©fiorf .''saXimel leqaablorX ©Xde(?o^iq” boiXfio neiXotoe OfiX
-
'’<'6
8to enable the pupil to master the unit, that is to enable
him to acquire the desired concept, attitude, appreciation,
knowledge, or skill.'* y
**It is important to note that the unit assignment is
the plan for the pupil activities and the pupil experience
which are judged by the teacher to be those best fitted to
enable the pupil to master the unit.” y
The unit assignment for any class should provide work for as
many varieties of interests and abilities as possible. The
teacher’s responsibility is to guide each individual to the
work in the unit assignment suitable for his needs.
This selection of activities is influenced by a consider-
ation of the characteristics of the pupil together with the
requirements of the changing social order for which the child
is preparing. Knowledge of the characteristics of the pupil is
a composite of (1) information about his past performances in
similar or related courses, (2) his standing with relation
to the entire class, (3) his personal characteristics, home
background, and family, (4) his plans for the future, and
(5) his knowledge of the materials of the course as revealed
through his performance in the exploratory and diagnostic test
31ven at the beginning of the work. The difference between
his characteristics and the expected contribution of the unit
will determine the kind of work the individual pupil will be
jr Roy 0. Blllett, op. cit., p. 59.
^ Roy 0. Blllett, "Plans Characterized by The Unit Assignment,"
The School Review
,
Nov. 1923, Vol XL, No. 9., University of
Chicago Press. Chicago, Illinois, p. 664.
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9encouraged to do in order to attain the concepts, skills,
attitudes, appreciations, and knowledges of the unit.
The unit assignments in the following chapters of this
thesis are made up of (1) a tentative time allotment, (2) intro-
ductory material, (5) questions intended to help the pupils in
independent work, (4) suggested optional work, including op-
portunities for oral and written work, and for individual and
group work, (5) lists of suggested related reading, and
(6) both progress and mastery tests.
The tentative time allotment contains a statement of the
expected sequence of and length of time needed for the activi-
ties in the unit assignment.
The introductory material must be carefully planned so
that the pupil either will adopt the teacher’s goal or will
find others leading to it, for mere presentation of a goal will
not lead to its adoption.
”If the goal Is too difficult for him to perceive, or
only partially within his insight, he will either give up
the task or supply goals of his own which are inadequate
and possibly Irrelevant v/ith respect to the goal intended
by the experimenter.” 1/
Devices designated to link up the work with pupils’
Interests must be the responsibility of the individual teacher.
Among other devices, an initial diagnostic and exploratory
test is highly recommended which may well be an alternate form
IT Raymond Holder VTheeler, op. cit., p. 243.
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10
of a final mastery test. A comparison of the results of the
two tests should indicate the degree of progress made by the
pupil during the study of the unit. A test cleverly planned
to show the pupil the relationship between his past experience
and his possible growth of knowledge may prove to be a strong
stimulant to effort in work on the unit. A desire to master
the material should help to form the pupil’s goal. "There must
be an aim or purpose," Bode says, "that is Internal to the
learning process instead of being imposed from without." 2:/
This introductory material follows modern class room
procedure by the very fact of its presentation; it satisfies
the requirements of educational psychology by establishing a
definite goal and a connection between past experience and
the present task.
The rest of the unit assignment consists of questions and
activities through which, it is expected, the child will ac-
quire the contributions of the subject matter stated in the
iinit; of optional work, varied to meet the requirements of every
kind of intelligence in the group; suggested readings; and
both progress and mastery tests.
This part of the unit assignment are in accordance with
the modern idea of what should constitute modern classroom
procedure. Questions on required work, certain optional work,
and reading furnish activities for the "individual or laboratory
i/ Boyd H. Bode, op. cit., p. 273.
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period.” 1/ "Class discussion” 2:/ is motivated through the
challenging situations presented largely, probably, through the
suggestions for optional work, although, in a less marked
degree, also by the questions on the required work. In build-
ing both the progress and mastery tests'^an attempt has been
made to comply with present-day ideas. In the first place, the
tests and the work on subject matter have been planned at the
same time.
”The ideal time to select test items.... is v;hile the
specific objectives for an exercise or unit of work are
being determined and their realization being planned for
in the form of class exercises, projects, or activities.” 2/
Secondly, the tests are objective.
"....informal objective tests are basic in the diag-
nosis of learning difficulties, and are useful in motiva-
tion, marking, and the like....” ^
Finally, both progress and mastery tests have been included in
the unit assignment. The progress tests are designed to Inform
the teacher of the need for re teaching and retesting and to
keep the pupil’s goal definitely before him. Mastery tests in
this thesis have been built as alternate forms of the intro-
ductory diagnostic and exploratory tests with the purpose of
measuring the advance in knowledge of specific test items the
i/ See p. 6
Ernest W. Tiegs, Tests and Measurements for Teachers
.
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1931, p. 254.
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"Only two per cent of the respondents to the in-
quiries sent out during the National Survey of Secondary
Education state that tests serve solely as bases for the
awarding of marks. Eighty per cent say that tests are
used only as a means of discovering whether pupils have ,
mastered the unit assignment or its component parts.” _/
Measurement of the pupils’ growth it is suggested, will
come through both objective and essay-type tests, as v/ell as
through observation of changes revealed through daily contacts
with the pupil.
Care has also been taken throughout the organization of the
unit assignment to provide for satisfactory conditions of
learning. "The difficulty, length, and precision of the task", 2/
the "number and distribution of trials" and "the time selec-
tion of different tasks" 2/ have been arranged for, in some
measure, merely by determining the goal and the v;ork necessary
to attain it before presenting the unit. Instead of leaving these
essential details haphazardly to chance.
"Purposive behavior," Bode says, "requires the sort
of continuity that gives to the successive acts the status
of a means to an end. Consequently the final act must
somehow be foreshadowed at the beginning; and the whole
series must be a progressive coordination of activities
and not just a sequence ... .The continuity of the activity
is derived from the fact that the stimulus provides for
its own progressive completion." 2/
IT Roy 0. Billett, Directed Learning and the Unit Assignment,
p. 73.
—/ Boyd H. Bode, op. clt., p. 249.
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The pupil’s privilege of choice in his activities, under
the guidance of the teacher to prevent him from attempting
"too hard or too easy" 1/ work, would seem to promise a high
degree of interest in his work. Increase his possibility of
successful accomplishment, and, hence, br^ng about a good
"emotionalized learning" 1/ situation.
The third consideration in the development of the units in
this thesis was an acknowledged purpose of education in the
United States. Does the organization of subject matter accord-
ing to the unit method promise to prepare people for intelli-
gent participation in a changing social order? The unit
organization has the potentialities of accomplishing this aim,
for in the words of Bode
:
"The Insistence that habits must be kept flexible so
as to meet the exigencies of changing circumstances means
that education must aim to make behavior intelligent by
providing resources for dealing with novel situations.” ^
Consequently, varied and novel situations, related to the
subject matter, have been searched for and included in both the
required and the optional work of the unit assignments of this
thesis. This has been done in the hope that they will aid
future growth, for John Dewey says
"Continuous activities or occupations which have a
social aim. ...( form) a character which not only does the
IT See pp. 4-5.
1/ Boyd H. Bode, op. cit., p. 274.
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particular deed socially necessary but one which is
interested in that continuous readjustment which is es-
sential to growth." 1/
The Value of The Unit Plan of Organizing
Subject Matter
A method of educating a heterogeneous group .—This thesis
is not an effort to prove by any process of logical reasoning
that the unit plan is a "best" method of teaching. The unit
plan of organizing subject matter is presented as an apparently
defensible practice to meet the problem of educating the heter-
ogeneous group of children attending our secondary schools today.
Whatever the background, whatever the intelligence of the child,
differentiated learning on any plane can be presented through
the unit organization. After a careful study of the individual's
potentialities, the teacher can guide him to tasks in which he
will be successful, and thus give him. the broadest opportunity
to learn.
This thesis seems justified because of the peculiar diffi-
culties attendant upon any attempt to apply the theory of unit
organization. This thesis undertakes to apply the theory of
unit organization to two types of subject matter in English,
by presenting three units in literature on the "Idylls of the
King" and one unit in composition on the writing of the busi-
ness letter, keeping continually in mind that the work is being
ITJohn Dewey, Democracy and Education, The MacMillan Company,
New York, 1932, p. 418.
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prepared for presentation to the varied kinds of pupils to
be found in any class.
A method satisfyinja; individual needs .—The unit method of
organization would seem to be an answer to the objection raised
by Thayer of making "certain that everyone shares in the
opportunities thus afforded”. 1/ For when concepts, appre-
ciations, attitudes, knowledges, and skills, the aims of the
courses, are handled so that they become the pupils’ goals;
the pupil acquires them, undergoes changes in his potenti-
alities for behavior, acquires flexible habits, and thus is
prepared for intelligent participation in this changing
world.
V. T. Thayer, op. cit., p. 148.
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THE UNIT PLAN APPLIED TO "THE IDYLLS OF THE KING”
"Gareth and Lynette"
The unit*—Gareth, fired by his ideals of King Arthur’s
Round Table desired to become a knight. His mother’s reluc-
tance to allow him, her youngest son, to leave home impeded the
fulfillment of his desire to go to Arthur’s court. Gareth’s
pleadings, however, finally wore dovm her opposition, and he
cheerfully accepted her condition that he work for a year in
Arthur’s kitchen before revealing his Identity and attempting
to realize his ambition. While working as a kitchen menial,
he was cheerful, obedient to the seneschal. Sir Kay, and pop-
ular with his associates although he never lowered his high
standards of conduct.
Gareth was unexpectedly released by his mother from his
promise of servitude. His first quest undertaken to prove
himself worthy of knighthood, was to help Lynette, a haughty
beauty, who sought Lancelot to rescue her sister, Lyoners, from
four enemies. Gareth remained serenely superior to Lynette ’s
taunting scorn of the kitchen-knave substitute for Lancelot.
Although eager to meet his first enemy, Gareth not only
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17.
his erstwhile master, but also generously delayed to rescue a
baron from bandits. Then he successfully overcame his first
three opponents, only to be worsted in a surprise and mistaken
attack by Lancelot. Gareth's admiration for Lancelot was so
genuine, however, that he rejoiced that his blade had not
downed his ideal.
Then, in spite of his weariness, Gareth refused to re-
linquish his quest to Lancelot, but courageously challenged to
combat the last of Lyoners' enemies. One effective blow shat-
tered the defense of this enemy and revealed him as a chaming
person under a hideous exterior.
Gareth ,thus ,at the same time fulfilled the requirements
for knighthood, and, allegorically, presented an admirable
1
way of meeting experiences of life which confront every man,
for the four enemies of Lyoners represented the temptations of
young manhood, the worldly ambitions of middle age, the hardened
habits of old age, and death, whose beauty is hidden under
hideous trappings.
Gareth’s ability to work steadfastly and cheerfully toward
his goal of knighthood, despite obstacles of physical hard-
ship, humiliation, and the misunderstanding of others, finally
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The analysis of the unit .—
a. To achieve an ideal one must often meet and overcome obsta-
cles, both physical and social. Sometimes friends misunder-
stand one, and enemies oppose.
b. The admirable person in striving to achieve an ideal remains
cheerful, persistent, resourceful, and adaptable, even when
his efforts seem useless and his ideal unattainable.
c. The admirable person, once having accepted unpleasant work-
ing conditions, especially if the work is a means of pro-
gress toward his goal, stoically accepts unpleasant condi-
tions. He is civil to the rude ,' friendly to the ’ friendly,
gentle to dependents, and helpful to the needy.
d. The admirable person, however, is aware of injustice, and
although he does not demand his rights obnoxiously, never-
theless he asserts his rights when he feels it is necessary
to do so.
e. An admirable person is not swayed in his behavior by casual
Influences, but he steadfastly adheres to his personal code
of behavior.
f. The admirable person does not selfishly confine his entire
activities to attaining his goal, but, in addition, he ful-
fills his duties to his family and to his fellcw men.
Probable incidental learnings from the unit .
—
a. Knowledge of legendary English history with especial refer-
ence to King Arthur’s justice.
I i *- ^ 1 .
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b. Knowledge of the social background of chivalry, especially
the vows and customs of knights.
c. An increased vicarious experience in estimating peoples'
characters
.
d. Increased skill in reading and in appreciating poetry,
particularly figures of speech.
e. An enrichment of the vocabulary.
f. Knowledge of the plot structure of "Gareth and Lynette".
The unit assignment . i/
a. Tentative time allotment .—Class work on "Gareth and Lynette"
is planned tentatively for eight periods of work in the
following way. After taking the diagnostic and exploratory
test, 2/ and reviewing your knowledge of narrative poetry, ^
spend about three days in reading "Gareth and Lynette". As
a guide to your reading it is suggested that you read at least
lines 1-46 on the first day and be able to answer questions
1-16 of "C" of the unit assignment . 4/ On the second day
read at least lines 468-900 and be able to answer questions
17-28, and on the third day lines 900-1094 and be able to
answer questions 29-41.
The entire unit assignment is to be mimeographed and given
to the pupils in sections a, b, c, d, e, f.
2/ See p. 20.
^ See p. 33.
4/ See p. 34.
.1 ‘ ^'
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The remaining time will be spent in discussing customs of
chivalry i/ and the allegory, £/ in doing some of the
optional work, and in taking a progress test in "Gareth and
Lynette”*
b* Introductory material .
(1) An exploratory and diagnostic test on the "Idylls of the
King". V
(a) Here are two lists, one of characters in the "Idylls
of the King", the other of descriptive expressions.
In the parenthesis after the descriptive expression
write the number of the character which it describes.
Note that twenty-five characters and only twenty-
two descriptions are listed. Use only twenty-two
of the characters in your answer.
1) Uther Gareth's father ( )
2) Lot A model young knight ( )
3) Bellicent A frivolous 'knight ( )
4) Arthur The "latest-left" of Arthur's
5) Guinevere knights ( )
6) Lancelot Arthur's half-sister..... ( ,)
)
y- See p. 39.
2/ See p. 41.
This is an alternate form of the mastery test, p.82. See
Appendix, p.95, for key to correction of this test.
i£
' VI
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7) Elaine Arthur *s greatest knight ( )
8) Modred One who died of love for
9) Gareth Lancelot ( )
10) Lynette Mark’s nephew ( )
11) Alfred Arthur’s magician ( )
12) Sir Kay A petulant girl ( )
13) Balin Lynette *s sister ( )
14) Lavaine Arthur’s father. ( )
15) Sir Torre A killer...*. ( )
16) Gawain The seneschal..... ( )
17 ) Tristram Owner of a shield used for
13) Leo disguise.. ( )
19) Mark The brother of a nun .....( )
20) Sir Percivale Arthur’s wife ( )
21) Bedlvere King of Cornwall ( )
22) Merlin The leader of the uprising
23) Peter against Arthur *..( )
24) Galahad The purest knight ( )
25) Lyoners 1/ King of the Britons..... ( )
Elaine ’ s younger brother. .....( )
(b) In the parenthesis following each word or phrase
in the right-hand column below, place the letter
of the word in the left-hand column of the same
IT Only 22 marks result from this question; consequently in
question (b), numbers 23) -25) are repeated to Indicate the
numbers of answers to be marked.

22
group which is most significantly associated
with that word or phrase.
A sample group follows:
(O).(a) Essay 0 )
.




(b) Play 0 ) . Sohrab and Rustum (d)
(c) Short story 0) . Silas Marne (e)
(d) Poem
(e) Novel
This sample represents a knowledge of the literary
form of each of the titles listed. The first is a
play, the second a poem, the third a novel, indi-




. ( a ) Churl 25 ) Liege ( }
(b)Knave 24) Peas ant ( )








.(a)Thrall 27)Knight’s attendant ( )
(b) Squire 28) One who pledges fealty ( )
(c)Sentry 29)Servant ....( )
(d)Lord 30)The most important of the
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.(a)Visor 31)A breast plate... ( )
(b)Hllt 32)A leg protector ( )
(c) Culrass 33 )A head protector ( )





.(a)Mer0 35 )A young swan ( )
(b)Marge 36 )A mushroom ( )
(c)Agaric 37)An ermine..... ( )
(d) 3toat 33)A lake ..( )
(e Cynget
5)
.(a)Elaine 39 )A Mayfl.ower ( )
(b) Lynette 40)A mushroom .....( )
(c)L7oners 41 )A lily ( )
(d)Gulnevere 42)The pearl of beauty ( )
(e Gareth
6)
.(a)Gareth 43)The sun ....( )
(b)Arthur 44)The flower of bravery. ...... ( )
(c) Lynette 45)An apple blossom { )
(d) Lancelot 46 )Clnderella ..( )
(e Elaine
7)
.(a)Lake 47 )An eagle’s eye
(
)
(b) Rock 48)A rivulet... ( )
(c) Crown 49 )A ghost ( )




3 ) . ( a )B0dlvere 5l)Astolat •....( )
(b)Elaine 52)Lyonn03S0 ( )
(c)Arthur 53 )Cam0lot ( )
(d)Modr0d 54 )Excalibui** . ( )
( 0 )P0rcival 0
9 ).(a)Tw0nty 55 )Gar0 th’s combats ( )
(b) S©V0n 56)Diamonds ( )
(c) Nin0 57)Numb©r of Idylls... ( )




. ( a )Morning Star 59)Blus ( )
(b)Ev©ning Star 60)31ack ( )
(c)D0ath 61 )H0d... ( )
(d) Noonday Sun 62) Natural .......( )
(©)Lady of th© Lak©
11)
. (a)Morning Star 63 ) Resurrection ( )
(b) Noonday Sun 64)Christianity ...( )
(c)D©ath 65 )Money ( )
(d) Ev©ning Star 66 )Youth ( )
(©)Lady of the Lake
12 .( a ) "Guinevere" 67 )Spring. ( )
(b) "Passing of 68 )Summ©r ( )
Arthur" 69 )Autumn. .. ( )
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. (a)Wilful 71)Guinevere )
(b)Vain 72)Lynette ( )
(c) Petulant 73)Bellicent ( )
(d
)
Fassionate 74 )Elaine« ( )
(e Motherly
14)
.{a)Llon 75 )Arth-ur. . . . • ( )
(b) Tree 76)Lancelot ( )
( c Dragon 77)Gareth’3 first opponent ( )
(d) Star 78)Svening star ( )
(e Moon
15 ) . ( a)Diamond 79)Heart of a flower ( )
(b)Eye3 80) Eire in a stubble ( )
(c) Gossip 81)North Sea wave ••••( )
(d)Dance 32)Heaven ( )
(e Knight3
(c) Each of the following statements can be completed
by one of the four expressions listed with it. Put
the letter of the expression which best completes
W :s . . K'r
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the meaning in the parenthesis at the right-hand
side of the page.(83)
Tennyson wrote the ’’Idylls of the King” dur-
ing the period called (a) Romantic (b) Eliz-
abethan (c) Eighteenth Century (d) Victorian. ( )
(84) His principal source was (a) Chaucer
(b) Malory (c) Beowulf (d) Benet.... ....( )
(85) Tennyson used the form of (a) blank verse
(b) sonnet (c) vers libre (d) lyric .( )
(86) Tennyson's poetry is noted for (a) realism
(b) word pictures (c) classical allusions
(d) humor ( )
(87) One of Tennyson's most famous poems is
(a) Sohrab and Rustum (b) In Memorlam
( c) Tam 0* Shanter (d) The Deserted Village ”. . ( )
(88) One of these was not a contemporary of
Tennyson, (a) Browning (b) Darwin
(c) Sir James Barrie (d) Dickens...... ( )
(89) Tennyson studied the early people of
(a) England (b) Prance (c) Ireland (d) Greece ( )
(90) The Anglo-Normans were not noted for
(a) farms (b) government (c) religion
(d) romance ( )
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(91) The progressive minds of the Victorian Age
were greatly influenced by (a) wars.(b) pol-
itics (c) literature (d) science ( )
(92) Arthur lived about the year (a) 1798 (b) 1600
(c) 500 (d) 1200 ( )
(93) Arthur was a legendary king of the
(a) Normans (b) Swedes (c) Danes (d) Britons. ( )
(94) Arthur helped to protect his people from
(a) Saxons (b) French (c) Normans (d) Scotch. ( )
(95) Arthur planned that his knights would
(a) right wrong (b) defeat enemies (c) make
England powerful (d) gain wealth ( )
(96) According to Tennyson, the number of vows a
knight was required to swear to was (a) 5
(b) 4 (c) 10 (d) 12 ( )
(97) One of the vows of a knight was to be
(a) gentle (b) just (c) proud (d) exacting...( )
(98) Knight were not supposed to (a) marry
(b) fear (c) fight (d) sing ( )
(99) A knight wore a favor in honor of (a) the
king (b) God (c) his family (d) his lady ( )
(100)
The '’Idylls of the King” is called a story of
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(101) In the "Idylls of the King", idyll means
(a) ideal (b) plan (c) hope (d) picture ( )
(102) An allegorical figure in the "Idylls of the
King" is (a) the Lady of the Lake (b) Robinson
Crusoe (c) Everyman (d) The Wizard of 0z.......( )
(103) The background of the story of the Idylls
presents pictures of (a) chariot-races
(b) divorces (c) tournaments (d) witch burning. ( )
(104) A girl of Arthur’s day was supposed to be ready
(a) to enter a convent (b) to care for the
sick (c) to cook (d) to sing a solo.... ( )
(105) The most admirable of the following women
characters is (a) Guinevere (b) Lynette
(c) Vivian (d) Elaine ( )
(d) In the following passage, which has been divided
into three sections, letters Indicate where words
have been omitted. Beside each division of the
passage is a list of words from which the correct
words to complete the meaning of the passage are
to be chosen. In each case three more words are
listed than are required to complete the meaning
of the passage. Write beside each word either
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Scott wrote (a). O)”lvanhoe” (a)
0 ) "Beowulf” (-)
(1) Some of the characters 106 ) impatient ( )
in the "Idylls of the 107 )menial ( )
King" are wholly admi- 108 )Lynette ( )
rable, others are pleas- 109) Sir Kay... ( )
ant but have human weak- 110)kitchen ( )
nesses, while a few are lll)equal ..( )
contemptible. (a) fur- 112)bandits ( )
nishes an example of a 113 )disagreeable ( )
young man of worthy qual- 114 )resented. ( )
ities who overcomes many 115)stranger •••( )
obstacles to become a 116)obedlent ( )
(b). He was (c) to his 117)inferior ( )
mother; he worked faith- 118)gentle .....( )
fully at (d) work in 119)knight ( )
Arthur’s (e); he was 120 ) seneschal ( )
friendly with his (f) 121)Lancelot ( )
associates; he was (g) 122)civil ( )
to the rude (h) ; he 123 ) Gareth.
(
)
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from ( j )
;
he fought hard
battles; and he endured
cheerfully (k)'s insult-
ing remarks* Finally he
gained his wish. A
knight was not, however,
so (1) as to be a weak-
ling; he (m) an injury
from an (n)* Gareth
fought and defeated (o)
when the occasion arose.
(2) (a) was an example 124) true .....( )
of a glamorous knight. 125)Lord of Astolat.( )
He was the (b) fighter 126) Lancelot ( )
of Arthur’s court* He 127 )unfaithful ( )
was sincerely courteous, 128)breaklng ( )
being kind to (c) when he 129)King Arthur ( )
appeared (d) as a tiller 130)Round Table *..*.( )
of the soil and accep- 131 ) falsely. .. * ( )
ting without condescen- 132 ) result ...*...*.*
(
)
Sion the (e)’s hospital- 133 ) faithfulness .... ( )
ity* 134)best ( )
But the state of 135 )happy * ( )
knighthood which made 136 )disloyalty ( )
men ready to face all 137 )disguised ( )
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kinds of obstacles for 158)love ( )
love of (f) and 139 )degenerated ( )
which made the (g) an 140)Gareth ( )
ideal Institution gradu- 141 )Guinevere ( )
ally (h). A traceable 142 )obedlence
(
)
(!) of this behavior was 143 )temptation. . . . . . ( )
Lancelot's (j)hls vow of 144)a leader ( )
(k) to the (1). 145)king ( )
He loved the king's 146) cause ...( )
wife (m), and he served
her with the (n) becoming
to a (o) knight,
"His faith (p) kept
him (q) true." His con-
science, troubled at the
thought of his (r) to his
friend and king, although
too weak to make him re-
sist (s), still kept him
from being (t).
(3) The other knights 147)Arthur ( )
who recognized (a)'s su- 148) faith ( )
periority in gentleness, 149)disgrace ( )
grace, and courtesy, as 150)Lancelot ( )
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looked up to him as an 152 )nunnery ( )
(c) . When Lancelot, 153 ) avenge ( )
therefore, showed human 154)flghting ( )
(d)
,
the other knights 155)Round Table ( )
suffered a serious (e) 156) failure ( )
of ideals and gradually 157 )hospltal. ( )
fell into (f) habits. 158) ideal .( )
This culminated in 159 )Modred. . . ( )
a series of misfortunes 160)God •( )
for (g). Guinevere en- 161 )weakness. ....... ( )
tered a (h). Arthur 162) three ( )
foxight to (i) himself up- 163 )lowering. ....... ( )
on Lancelot. Arthur was 164)Slr Kay ( )
later defeated by (j) who 165 )bad ( )
raised former members of
the (k) against their
king.
With all hopes of
carrying on ( 1 ) ’
s
work in
the world shattered be-
cause of the (m) of his
plan, Arthur still ex-
pressed his (n) in God
and was reconciled to his (o) when (p) queens
accompanied him on his journey from the earth.
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(2) Introduction to narrative poetry. --
a) In the following list check (7) the narrative poems
which you have read, and add to the list any others
which you know.
1) ( ) The Highwayman
2) ( ) The Admiral’s Ghost
3 ) ( ) The Eve of Saint Agnes
4) ( ) The Prisoner of Chillon
5 ) ( ) The Lady of the Lake
6) ( ) The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
7) ( ) John Gilpin’s Ride
8) ( ) The Vision of Sir Launfal
(Name any others you know)
9) ( )
10 ) ( )
11 ) ( )




h) Write a brief summary of your favorite poem in the
above list and tell why you remember and like it.
c) vVhat stories do you know about King Arthur? Paul
Bunyan? Robin Hood? Vrtiy are these called legendary
arfi (V) 3>'6^o fiaXX ^nXwoXXol^*e(;ftf,firI • (a
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figures? Do you know any other legendary figures?
d) What do you think of when you hear the word chivalry?
e) What kind of setting, of characters, of story do you
expect to find in a narrative poem about the days of
chivalry?
f) What novels with a setting in the days of chivalry
have you read?
g) In what other school work beside English have refer-
ences been made to King Arthur?
c. Questions on ”Gareth and Lynette ”«
—
(1) In what season of the year does this idyll take place?
(2) ’Who are Lot and Bellicent? How are they described?
(3) In comparing himself to a cataract, how does Gareth
find himself different from it?
(4) What does "hold” mean, line 15?
(5) What was Gareth’s great desire?
(6) To whom does he refer when he says "the great Sun of
Glory"?
(7) How would you tell the story, lines 41-60?
(8) What formal education has Gareth been given? Did he
profit by it? How do you know?
(9) Vlhat enticements does his mother offer him to encourage
him to stay at home? Why?
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(10) vVhat is the meaning behind Gareth's story about the
two brides?
(11) Upon what condition does his mother grant his request to
leave home? ViHiay is that condition a hardship?
(12) What does the term "white-collar job" mean? Is it
indicative of class consciousness? Have you ever done
work which, although respectable, false pride made you
prefer not to be seen doing?
(13) V/hich people in the following lines seem attractive:
Modred, lines 30-32; Gareth, line 162; Kay, lines 360-
362 and 443-445; Arthur, lines 363-373; Mark, lines
413-419? V^at comparisons does Tennyson use to illus-
trate the unattractive people?
(14) What details does Tennyson give in the pictures in
lines 178-183; 210-226; 393-410?
(15) A few of the comparisons in this section are to be
found in lines 379-380; 418-419; 422, What two objects
are compared in each? Vi/hat other comparisons can you
find in the poem?
(16) What is happening at Arthur's court when Gareth arrives?
(17) tVhat pleasures does Gareth enjoy with his kitchen com-
panions? Can you find lines in Kipling's "If" j;/, and
•i/ S R 44:163.^^ans that Kipling's If is to be found on page
163 of the book listed as 44 in the^Sugges ted Readings
,
All reading suggestions helpful to the pupil in the prepara-
tion of work in the unit assignment are indicated, in Chapter
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in E. A. Robinson’s ’’Richard Cory” If. which express
attitudes toward people similar to Gareth’s?
(18) How does Sir Kay treat Gareth? How does Gareth really
feel about Sir Kay? Was he ever able to show this in
his outward behavior? What would have happened if he
had showed this feeling all the time? Is Gareth’s be-
havior hypocritical? V/ould you have endured Sir Kay’s
meanness as Gareth did?
(19) How did Lynette treat Gareth? Would a girl treat a
boy that way today? What may have been Lynette ’s
reason for behaving in this way?
(20) When did King Arthur demand respect from Gareth? What
V
other people had authority over Gareth at different
times in the story? How did his feelings vary toward
each of these superiors?
(21) Have you superiors in your life who are equivalent to
Gareth’s superiors? Has your father or brother supe-
riors? If you were the ruler of a country, what would
take the place of superiors? Is it easier to be under
a superior or without one, in doing important work?
(22) Did Gareth give all of his attention to the quest
which King Arthur assigned him?
(23) How long did Gareth serve in the kitchen? Vi/hy?
What traits of character did he reveal there?
17 S R 44:170
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(24) What did Arthur say were the four vows his Imights
were sworn to' obey^
(25) What quest is Gareth given? Would Sir Kay have given
Gareth the quest? Why? Could Sir Kay influence men
to follow him as Arthur did? Why? i/
(26) What did the encounter with the Baron show about
Gareth* s character? About Lynette’s?
(27) Can you find other pictures in addition to those' in
lines 773-780; 833-891?
(28) 'What are compared to the following: (a) an apple
-
blossom, (b) the petal of a flower, (c) a flame burst-
ing through fuel, (d) a butterfly emerging from a
cocoon, (e) a peacock, (f) two dogs separated while
fighting, (g) a mushroom, (h) an eagle *s eye, (i) ver-
min, ( j ) Cinderella?
(29) kVhat reasons did Gareth have for engaging in each of
his seven fights? Vifhat were the results? Is Gareth
a good winner? A good loser?
(30) Is "hero-worship” an accurate tern to apply to Gareth*
s
feelings for Lancelot? Is hero-worship a good influ-
ence in a boy*s life?
(31) What is your opinion of Gareth’s explanation of his
behavior to Lynette, lines 1146-1150?
v Question taken from H. Ward McGraw, Prose Poetry for
Appreciation
,
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(32) What opinion did she express concerning Gareth,toward
the end of the story?
(33) What praise did Lancelot give him, lines 1225-1239?
(34) How does Lancelot’s theory of fighting differ fr9m
Gareth's?
(35) What are the descriptions of the four enemies of
Lynette whom Gareth conquers? What colors and compar-
isons do you associate with each?
(36) In addition to the descriptions of these enemies, what
other attractive pictures can you find in this section?
(37) What was the relationship between King Arthur, Belli-
cent, Gareth, Lot, Gawain, and Uther?
(38) What people would you list as: (a) highly admirable,
(b) likeable but with decided human frailties, (c) non-
descript, (d) contemptible, (e) genuinely evil. (Every
character in the book should be Included in this
tabulation.
)
(39) sVhat is your opinion of Lynette 's behavior (a) at King
Arthur's court, (b) when riding with Gareth, (c) at
the baron's house, (d) after Gareth's defeat in battle?
(40) Have any scenes impressed you as revealing action true
to life, e. g. Bellicent's behavior?
(41) In any Incident do you believe Gareth's behavior too
perfect to be lifelike?
.i:
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(1) \iVhat was King Arthur *3 plan In establishing his Round
Table?
(2) What training did a young man have to undergo to pre-
pare for knighthood? 1/
(3) How does that training differ from the preparation of
high school boys for life today? How does it differ
from the preparation of boys graduating from Annapolis
or West Point? Is there any similarity in religious
requirement?
(4) What were some characteristic details of a knight’s
costume? 1/ Whore could you travel today to find
costumes somewhat similar? Are any details of American
clothes today reminiscent of those of the days of
chivalry?
(5) What information did a knight’s shield give? What was
on Modred’s? On Lancelot’s? Can you draw a sketch of
a shield? Vi/hat is the meaning of the design on the
school seal?
(6) What were the vows of King Arthur’s knights? How many
of these dealt with fighting? How many with gentler
qualities? Do you remember any other rules for knightly
behavior from your reading, from "Ivanhoe" for example?
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(7) What passages, in addition to the following example,
could you quote to describe Gareth’s conduct?
"and Gareth bow’d himself
With all obedience to the King, and wrought
All kinds of service with a noble ease
That graced the lowliest act in doing it”.
(8) Did Gareth live up to all the rules of knighthood?
(9) Do you know anything about the customs and training of
boys under Mussolini or Hitler today which resemble
knightly training? i/
(10) Have you seen movies which have given local color of
the age of chivalry? Perhaps some saw ’’The Ghost
Goes West” and can tell of how ridiculous some of the
rules and customs of knighthood seem when brought into
America today.
(11) What other rules and customs of knighthood would be
obsolete today because the United States is a democracy?
(12) Can you think of any basis in chivalry for such modern
customs as boys and girls exchanging rings, or a man
opening a door for a woman? Can you think of other
customs?
(13) VJhat training was given to girls at this time? Would
there be any disadvantages to living then? What
characteristics of those days would you like to see
carried over into the lives of girls today? ^
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0 . The alle^i^ory .
—
(1) In order to make a description more vivid, comparisons
are frequently used. To what objects could you compare
the objects listed below to make the appearance of each
one clear?
The sun A proud girl
A white party dress A little boy in a blue
A muddy football coat with brass buttons
A pencil A broken baseball bat
(2) In the same way we find Bible stories used to give reli-
gious lessons. VVhat is an interpretation of the story
of the sower sowing seed either on rocks, on thorny
ground, or on good soil? 1/ V/hat is the underlying
meaning of the story about the shepherd searching for
his lost sheep? 2/
(3) Aesop’s "Pables" give us other Illustrations. Do you
know the lesson taught in the story of the dog who
dropped the piece of meat from his mouth in order to
get the meat he saw reflected in the water? Can you
tell another fable with its underlying meaning? ^
(4) A story used to illustrate a second, hidden story, is
ir The King James Version, Luke 8:5-15
The King James Version, Luke 15:1-7
S R 34.
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called an allegory. The story of Gareth's encounters
with his four opponents. Morning Star, Noonday Sun,
Evening Star, and Death, forms such an allegory.
Try to discover what these four characters stand
for. 1/
(5) The following questions may help to clarify the
allegory:
(a) What does Gareth represent? How does he resemble
you?
(b) What does Morning Star stand for? Who are his at-
tendants? How are they dressed?
(c) What does Noonday Sun stand for? ^^y is his shield
so bright? Why is his face described as "a cipher
face of rounded foolishness”? Yi/hy are his colors
particularly appropriate?
(d) What is the meaning of the hardened skin of
Evening Star? Why is it so difficult for Gareth
to overcome him?
(e) What is the symbolism of Death’s costume? What is
beneath Death's costume? V'/hat connection has this
i
figure with Christian religion?
(f) Study the description of "the Lady of The Lake”,
z/ S R 48:295
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lines 204-219. I/Hhat does each item described rep-
resent? 1/
(6) Bunyan’s "Pilgrim’s Progress" 2/ and Swift's "Gulliver's
Travels" 2/ are allegories. See whether you can dis-
cover hidden meanings in them.
(7) Vi/hat other allegorical figures do you recall from your
reading?
(8) Frequently newspaper cartoons have a double meaning.
See if you can interpret any.
f. Progress test on "Gareth and Lynette ".
—
(1) Each of the following statements can be completed by one
of the four expressions listed with it. Choose the
expression which correctly completes each statement. In
each case only one choice is correct. Place in the pa-
renthesis after the question, the letter which indicates
your choice.
1) Gareth's ambition was to be (a) wealthy (b) a knight
of King Arthur (c) a good fighter (d) superior to
his brother, Modred .( )
2) Gareth obeyed his mother (a) always (b) usually
S R 56:589.
2/ S R 39.
3/ s R 60.
1/ See Appendix, p. 97, for key to correction.
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(c) except in one instance (d) except in tv/o
instances ( )
3) Gareth’s work at the court was (a) jousting
(b) serving (c) entertaining others (d) fighting. ... ( )
4) Gareth’s dally orders came from (a) King Arthur
(b) Sir Lancelot (c) Modred (d) Sir Kay ( )
5) Gareth worked at the court for about (a) one day
(b) one week (c) one month (d) one year.
(
)
6) It was hard for Gareth to work at the court because
the work lessened (a) his social standing (b) his
ability to fight (c) his friendship with knights
(d) his resistance to evil ( )
7) Gareth was a generous neighbor to (a) Lynette
(b) Sir Kay (c) the Baron (d) Lancelot .....( )
8) Tennyson used a peacock pie at the baron’s supper
because it symbolized (a) expense (b) pride (c) the
unusual (d) beauty ( )
9) A knight had to vow to be (a) strong (b) obedient
to his parents (c) generous with his money
(d) faithful in love. )
10)
Tennyson pictures King Arthur as wisely solving
problems concerning (a) knights (b) justice
(c) money (d) sports
( )
(2) In the paragraph below, words have been omitted at
places indicated by letters. Beside the paragraph is a
ni a" itjfioxF j <;c)
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list of twenty words, thirteen of which represent the
omitted words, a-m. Put beside each of the thirteen, the
letter which shows where it should go in the paragraph,
and put a bar (-) beside those words which do not be-
long in the paragraph, l/
Gareth’s first two fights were
with (a) and (b). In his fight with
Sir Kay, Gareth said he had, up to no\i
(c) the king in Sir Kay. Morning Stai
was described as dressed in (d) armor.
Before Gareth would spare Morning
Star’s life, (e) had to ask Gareth to
do this as a favor. The Noonday Sun,
whose dazzling shield was compared to
a (f) and who had a cipher (g) of round-20) ( ) never
ed foolishness, was overcome by a
trick. Evening Star looked as if he
wore no (h). The fight with him was
(i) than the other fights. (j) finally 24 )( ) easier
won. Altogether Gareth fought In (k) 25 )
(
) served
different fights and was (1) defeated. 26 ) ) eleven
The underlying meaning to the story ol
Gareth’s fights is called an (m).
IT Sample (to be included in the test)
"Ivanhoe” is a (a).
11)( ) face
12 )( ) Sir Kay
13 ){ ) Lancelot
14)( ) allegory
15 )( ) clothes
16){ ) once
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(3) In the parenthesis after each word or phrase in the
right-hand column below, place the letter of the word
or phrase in the left-hand column of the same group
which is most significantly associated with that word
or phrase.
(0)A sample follows:
a)Uncle Sam 0)Robin Hood...... (e)
b) John Bull 0)The United States (a)
c) Little Eva 0
)
Uncle Tom’s Cabin . .....(c)
d) Robins on Crusoe
e) Littie John
(a)Dylng evergreen 30)Morning Star’s shield. ( )
(b) Blue shield-lions 31)Gareth’s shield. ...... ( )
(c) Star 32)Lancelot’s shield ( )
(d)Malden shield 33)Evening Star’s shield. ( )
(e)Azure bars
(a)Thin lips 34)Modred ( )
(b )V/an-sallow 35 )Mark ( )
{c)Grlzzled 36)Gareth ( )
(d) Large, fair, fine hands 37 )Kay ( )
(e) Name of evil savor
9rfo nl oa.'STixiq 'lo P^O'r
t-lOW orfj '‘C r^tet^L lirf-V OC£lq
qwo*i^> ornr.£ fc-.i.5 ‘"to iiHW^'Ioo ftX
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(a) Pleld of mustard flowers 38)Lynette’s nose.
)
(b) Apple blossoms 39)Gift of gold cloth. ••( )
( c )Dandelions 40 )A shield ( )
(d)Goldenrod 41)Lynette's cheeks ( )
(e) Petal of a flower
(a)Butterfly emerging from a 42)Lynette's attitude
cocoon toward Gareth ( )
(b)Two dogs separated before 43)Gareth’s attitude
the end of their fight toward Lynette ( )
(c) A dog guarding his mas- 44)Gareth, removing his
ter’s coat cloak { )
(d)A peacock 45)Sir Kay’s attitude
(e)A pair of snakes toward Gareth ( )
(a) Resurrection 46)Morning Star. ........
(
)
(b) Innocence 47)Noonday Sun ( )
(c) Bad habits 48)Evening Star ( )
(d) Beauty and dancing 49)Death ( )
(e)Money and possessions
(a) Gareth's future 50)Story of the brides,
(b)Every man’s life Fame and Shame ( )
(c
)
Christianity 51)Climbing for a golden
(d )Knlghthood egg ( )
(e)Symbol of youth 52) The Lady of the Lake.( )
53)Gareth’s opponents ... ( )
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(a) An official in the castle 54)Vassal .....( )
of a noble whose authority 55)Lord..«. ••••( )
extended over the kitchen 56)Seneschal ( )
(b) One who placed himself 57 ) Squire .•( )
under the protection of
another as his lord and
master
(c)A knight's attendant
(d)A proprietor who is in
supreme authority over his
land and tenants
(e) The head of a monastery
(4) Below are two lists, one of characters, the other of
descriptive expressions. In the Indicated space after
each description place the letter of the character to
which it corresponds. Note that there are more charac
ters than descriptions. Use only twelve characters,
(a) Gareth 58) ’’The bright face of a blooming
(b) Lynette boy” ( )
(c) Bellicent 59) He would "sully the low state of
(d) Guinevere churl" ( )
(e) King Arthur 60) King Arthur's father ( )
(f) Lancelot 61) King Arthur's sister ( )
(g) Death 62) King Arthur’s most trusted
knight ( )
te / » ) !>r^e»o Oifc# al fjsjSalliC nA(i^)
5) ( ) mra(6c. ^Xdoa m lo
ijkv
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’V
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(h) Sir Kay 63) Her nose was "tip-tilted" ( )
(i) Elaine 64) The girl whom Gareth rescued ( )
(j) Modred 65) The Sun of Glory •...••.«•( )
(k) Mark 66) The Seneschal ( )
(l) Uther 67) Gareth’s brother whose shield was
(m) Excalibur "blank as death" ( )
(n) Lyoners 68) An allegorical figure ( )
(o) The Lady of 69) One who told good stories of
the Lake knights ( )
P ‘( ) " efcr -3ca teH (Sd ' (r()
B 'v liai/OBA-e ajodw X-ii^ e^(:
,?y] onijalc* if>
p(t VioXX 'to ncr?. edr eb b9%to:' U.
)
) iBrfoQo.ieci 'rfl (Oc j{*xj3'; {:i}
epi7 iiXeXffe DcoAiv? c 'rfcJo iijr. (Vb (X)
jg I
** Ci"- : ncXd‘* 'ii;/dlXso7:& (n)
W { ) O'TtDiX'l XpoXao^jiOlJj! i.u '63 eiencvJ (n)
r.;,
*
'lo 80x»roXe iioc^. Mou c-r^ (Sp






The unit .—Lancelot, Arthur’s most trusted knight and the
idol of the other knights of the Round Table, broke his vow of
loyalty to the king by his guilty love of Guinevere, the king’s
wife. Influenced by a fancied sign from Guinevere, Lancelot
lied to the king by feigning to be too weak to attend the ninth
and last of the diamond jousts.
To stimulate knights to attain skill in fighting. King
Arthur had rewarded, each year, the winner of his yearly jousts
with one of the nine diamonds which he had found in the crown
of a dead king. Lancelot, so far, had won eight. He had planned
to win the ninth diamond and then give the gift, complete, to
Guinevere, but he relinguished his plan without thought in his
desire to satisfy Guinevere’s "least wish”.
Guinevere, however, as soon as Arthur left, ordered Lancelot
to go to the tournament to prevent gossip about them. She sug-
gested he go in disguise, with the explanation to King Arthur
that he had disguised himself in order to prove that he had won
his victories by skill and not because of his reputation.
In his annoyance at this turn of events, Lancelot lost
his way to the jousts and finally accepted hospitality from the
Lord of Astolat. Elaine, the daughter of the house, totally
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him her favor to wear in the tournament. Later when Lancelot
had been wounded at the tournament, she searched for him and
nursed him back to health. All this she did because she loved
him. But Lancelot’s faithfulness to the queen prevented him
from returning her love. Unwittingly, he left her broken-
hearted .
Meanwhile King Arthur had sent Gawain to find the unknown
knight (for Lancelot’s identity was not yet known to Arthur),
and give him the diamond which his wounds had prevented him
from claiming. Gawain, unconsciously Influenced by the growing
laxness of behavior among the knights caused by Lancelot’s be-
havior, did not carry out Arthur’s orders. Instead, he met
Elaine, dallied in her company for a while, and then left the
diamond for her to five it to Lancelot.
Arthur was disturbed and rebuked Gawain when he reported
his actions. Arthur was troubled, also, by learning of
Lancelot’s deception, although this feeling was somewhat as-
suaged by his hope that Lancelot was happily in love with the
lady whose favor he had worn at the tournament.
Guinevere, on the contrary, was convulsed with jealousy at
the news of Elaine’s favor. Eventually when Lancelot came to
her the diamonds, Guinevere, in jealous contempt, tossed them
into the stream below the castle. The drama of the gesture was
lost, however, because of the simultaneous appearance of a barge
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love for Lancelot and of her death because Lancelot had not
returned her love.
After Elaine’s magnificent funeral, Lancelot pondered over
his past life. He recognized that his love for Guinevere was
beautiful and in accordance with one vow of knighthood, but he
also recognized that this one good feature did not mitigate the
sinfulness of his betrayal of Arthur. He realized, too, that
his reputation of "greatest knight" Increased his Influence with
other men, hence increased his own responsibility for influenc-
ing other lives. Two alternatives only could result from the
open confession of his sin; either the sin would seem less than
it was, or the knights would feel the sin gave them license to
do wrong. Already his sin had caused laxness among the knights,
caused Arthur hurt through discovery of Lancelot’s deception,
and caused Elaine’s death.
Lancelot was utterly repentant and completely humble in his
sufferings; yet, on the other hand, he still was so deeply in
love with Guinevere that he could not resist the temptation of
her love.
This evil love was to continue to bring still further
disaster in the future, for the laxness among the knights, al-
ready preventing them from serving King Arthur whole-heartedly
as they had at the formation of the Round Table, was to change
them until the Round Table was dissolved, and Arthur’s dream of
purifying the world, frustrated.
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The analysis of the unit » --
a. A man’s strong will-power may enable him to resist petty
)t
temptations; on the other hand^may urge him to commit a greater
sin than would ever tempt a man of weaker will.
b. A man’s sin has limitless evil consequences, not confined to
himself; it may bring suffering to innocent people, or dis-
aster to another’s inspired plan.
c. A man’s good deeds do not make amends for his bad deeds;
neither does any beauty or pleasure intermingled with the
evil of the deed mitigate its sinfulness.
d. A leader’s evil deeds are more serious than an ordinary man’s
because of their possible, far-reaching influence; for a
person’s importance, influence, and responsibility exist in
direct proportion to one another.
e. A leader’s sense of moral responsibility for his example to
his followers may cause him to try to break away from an
entangling temptation; or it may cause him remorse for
his action even while he enjoys pleasure through it.
Probable incidental learnings from the unit . --
a. A continuance of the incidental learnings, a-e, from
"Gareth and Lynette".
b. Knowledge of customs of educating girls at King Arthur’s time.
c. Increased knowledge of customs connected with jousts.
d. Knowledge of the structure of the plot of "Lancelot and Elaine”.
r.T‘xj eXcfsr.e \viz \€>^vii-lJilw ^ro'tcfc e-. cm A , .
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The unit asslainment .
—
a. Tentative time allotment « --Glass'work on "Lancelot and
Elaine" is planned for seven periods in the following way.
Spend about three days in reading "Lancelot and Elaine". As
a guide to your reading it is suggested that you read at least
lines 1-443 on the first day and be sure you can answer ques-
tions 1-14 in "b" of the unit assignment. On the second day
read at least lines 444-958 and be able to answer questions
15-30; on the third day read from line 959 to the end of the
poem and be able to answer questions 31-47. The remaining
time will be spent in doing some of the optional work, in
discussing the synopses of the twelve stories which make up
the "Idylls of the King", and in taking a progress test on
"Lancelot and Elaine". --
b. Questions on "Lancelot and Elaine " .
—
(1) Where should this story begin if it followed chronological
order? What does chronological order mean?
(2) What rhetorical device is illustrated by the story about
the two kings?
(3) What is Arthur’s purpose in holding the diamond jousts?
(4) Viihat is Lancelot’s reason for staying at home?,
(5) 'rfVhat is Guinevere’s criticism of King Arthur?
(6) How does Lancelot happen to get to Astolat?
*'SA.JcJ’Ifl enid evldisdfjel
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(7) What title In line 180 was considered sacred, especially
in stories of early England? How was this same title
made important in Scott's "The Lady of the Lake"?
(8) What does Lancelot use for disguise?
(9) Why does Lancelot make the speech in lines 236-240?
Vilhat is its effect upon Elaine? Would a girl today be
so affected? Why?
(10) When does Lavaine learn Lancelot's identity?
(11) "iThat colors and what symbol are connected with King
Arthur?
(12) V/hat admirable qualities of Lancelot are presented in
lines 88-92; 241-255; 260-264? vVho are Elaine, Sir Torre,
Lavaine, the Lord of Astolat?
(13) In the pictures given in lines 1-27 and 426-442, what
words of color and of action make them attractive? V/hat
other pictures do you like especially?
(14) In each of the effective comparisons in lines 50-52;
113-114; 120-123; 131-134; 135-139, what two objects are
compared? What other good comparisons have you found in
"Lancelot and Elaine"?
(15) Can you describe the plan of action in the fight at the
jousts?
(16) V/hat picturesque comparison of knights is made?
(17) Vi/ho attack Lancelot in particular? Vi/hy? Do the knights
recognize Lancelot?
. a- -- ^
7r,;'XEl.V ,
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(18) VvTao is Pendragon?
(19) Vifhat is the meaning of lines 546-560?
(20) Vi/ho tells King Arthur Lancelot’s identity? V/hat is
Arthur’s reaction to the story?
(21) What brings grief to the queen, lines 601-610?
(22) What elements of chivalry does Gawain exaggerate in his
conversation with Elaine? Is Lancelot responsible for
this conduct in any way?
(23) What weakness in carrying out the vows of knighthood
does Gawain show?
(24) Vi/hat customs of Elaine’s training and behavior seem
strange to us today?
(25) What is Lancelot’s attitude toward Elaine?
(26) V/hat is the meaning of lines 869-872?
(27) Wherein does Lancelot’s training as a knight show it-
self, lines 900-958?
(28) What is revealed, in general, about the knights’ living
up to their vows? What contrast between Elaine and
Guinevere is given?
(29) Mention one realistic picture given so far in the poem;
one emotional revelation.
(30) Vi/hat outstanding comparisons are to be found in lines
476-485; 655-656; 719; 729-734? What are good choices
of words in lines 686-690; 696-700; 710-713? Can you
quote others?
: • y f?
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(31) Wbat is your opinion of the "discourtesy" Lancelot
uses? Vi/hat elements of selfishness are in it?
(32) What supernatural element is introduced in connection
with Elaine’s death?
(33) What request does she make of her family?
(34) What is her opinion of Lancelot, lines 1079-1037?
(35) When he arrives at the castle, why does Lancelot crave
audience with the queen?
(36) To what is the queen compared, line 1164? V/hy does the
messenger laugh silently at her?
(37) How does the queen reveal her emotion during the inter-
view with Lancelot?
(38) Vhat dramatic gesture does she make? How is that ges-
ture made to seem melodramatic and futile?
(39) What causes the queen to be remorseful?
(40) To what is Elaine’s funeral compared?
(41) Does Lancelot feel responsible for her death? Do you
think he was responsible?
(42) What struggle goes on in Lancelot’s mind during this
Idyll? In the queen’s? V/hat is foreshadowed at the
end?
(43) Could Lancelot have repaired any of this evil by re-
vealing his love for Guinevere?
(44) V(/hat is your opinion of Lancelot as he reveals himself
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(45) Vi/hat details can you give of the word picture of Elaine
on the barge?
(46) Have you found effective comparisons? Be prepared to
give them orally.
(47) V/hat effective words can you find in lines 976-977;
1164-1169? Can you find others?
c. Questions on the plan of the entire story of the “Idylls of
the Kln;^ ” . 1/
(1) How many separate stories make up the “Idylls of the
King"? 1/
(2) Yi/hat was Arthur’s plan for the work of his ideal Round
Table?
(3) Yi/hat Ideals were to be found in the knights at the forma-
tion of the Round Table?
(4) When did Lancelot first meet and fall in love with
Guinevere? How did the knights reveal their knowledge of
the feeling between the two? Y/hat was the effect on
Gawain of learning of Elaine’s feeling for Lancelot? Y^y
would Lancelot’s example influence the behavior of the
other knights?
(5) Can you identify these well known characters and subjects
Galabad, Merlin, Sir Percivale, Tristram and Isolt, The
Holy Grail, Excalibur?
S R 31:xiii-xxv. S R 56:624-630 and 671-676.
’ ^70 o'trryoJqki’idw orf;* lo evXfe Vot ^*0 eX/«<}^a5 iarJir (a^)
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(6) Vi/hat finally happened to Arthur's home, his friendship
with Lancelot, his Round Table and his kingdom?
(7) How do characters, setting, and plot contribute to the
unity of the "Idylls of the King"?
d. Progress test on "Lancelot and Elaine "»— iJ
(1) In the parenthesis after each word or phrase in the
right-hand column below, place the letter of the word or
phrase in the left-hand column of the same group which
is most significantly associated with that word or
phrase.
A sample follows:
(a)Wicked sisters 0)Robin Hood (c)
(b) Little Eva 0) Uncle Tom's Cabin (b)
(c)Little John 0)Bo Peep ....(f)





(a) Bones 1)A wave of the North Sea ( )
(b)Dancers 2)Like crags in color.
(
)
(c)Knights 3)Roots ( )
(d) Loyalty 4)A glittering rivulet ( )
{ e )Jewels
( f )Dishonor
V See Appendix, p.98 , for key to correction.
Bid ^omorl z^‘ifSii:t'i.“. oJ 5onoqqj9ff
e^-i' ijnii- ^Xc^tiT fr/iiroH nld ,?cIf'onJ5a, LiJiy
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(a)Eyes 5)Lily ( )
(b) Beauty 6)Pearl ( )
(c) Llps 7)Flower ( )





(a)Deslgns on Sir 9) 0 { )
Torre’s shield 10) 1 ( )
(h)Stories in the 11) 12 ( )
Idylls 12) 9 ( )
(c)Men in the Hound
Table
{d )Diaraonds
(e Lancelot ’s loves
( f Lancelot ’ s defeats
(a)Disease 13 )A restless heart ( )
(b) Gossipers 14) Fire in a stubble ( )
(c) Gossip 15)Wild flower. ( )
(d)A diamond 16)Vermin ( )
( e Guinevere
( f Elaine
{a)Gawain 17 ) The pearl of beauty ( )
(b)Arthur 18) The flower of bravery ( )
(c) Lancelot 19)The Sun in heaven ( )
(0 T V.; CTO &irih )(lk
( )... (OX dXeide c^o'X'TO'I
r tll wXiv 1 <
;SI ?XXvoI
.^nj/os 3:^^ rfJi noKio)
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20 )A star in blackest night.... ( )
21 )Seldom-frowning ( )
22 ) Love-loyal ( )
23)
In the raid-might of his May.( )
24)Wilful ( )
(2) In the passage below, words have been omitted at places
indicated by letters. Beside the passage is a list of
words. Put beside each word, in the parenthesis, either
a letter to show where it should go in the passage, or a
bar (-) to show it does not belong in the passage.
Sample
:
Mary is a (a)’s name. 0)boy .......(-)
0)girl (a)
Lancelot (a) to the 25)uttermost obedience to
king about his unhealed wound the king ( )
because he thought (b) want- 26)kinsman { )
ed him to stay at the cas- 27 )heart ( )
tie. His conscience was 28 'lied, ...( )
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troubled at his (c) to 29 )gentlene3s ( )
Arthur, but his (d) love 30)purifying ( )
caused him to (e) the rule 31)knight ( )
of knighthood which command- 32)Guinevere ; ( )
ed him to (f). To be sure 33) shield. ( )
his actions followed one 34 )destruction ( )
rule, that of (g). Even 35 )gullty ( )
this one good quality 36)hardihood ( )
brought evil (h), for his 37)Elaine ( )
devotion to (i) blinded him 38) favor ( )
to (j)’s feelings. Lancelot 39) lying ( )
finally told Elaine he would 40) tragedies ( )
be her (k) in all her quar- 41) conduct. .( )
rels as if he were her (1). 42)disobey ( )
Elaine kept the cover 43)the queen.. ..( )
for his (m), remembered that 44 )de fended ....( )
he had worn her scarlet 45 )consequences ......... ( )
sleeve as a (n), and (o) him 46)laxness ( )
in conversation with her 47)Camelot ( )
father. Eventually she died 48)utter faithfulness in
of a broken (p). Her body love { )
went down to (q) on a barge. 49 )dlsobedience ( )
There Lancelot was conscience-
stricken at the thought of her
death
act (o) e^rT Jb 'S©Xo;ron:
julf*i -i 1
0
^ eVOX ( b};
©lu'x ©;icJ (e) rcicJ fcaei.ar
-'inxitmoo rioi/fw booi^^ri-^Xmi Iro
©'1W8 orf o': •('. ) o;f mXrf f)0
fio^ d’Oif'Td'Babv ©no b©woXIo*i snof .toe
nov
-(g) lo <t.ri;T
Y:t 2 Igj/p boor eno Blxir
nid *io^, ,(ff) IXvo -iayuQ-u'
tciri bebnXXd (i) oX no^^oveb
joIeoimX . 85t£fIIs©A a'(t)
iqI bLuovf 9ii ^£o.t
-•.Bjv'jp Tars Xln nrX Ui) lorf sci
.
'!) 'lexf o‘iew arf ’ll ea sle^
‘SQVOO sifd" :tqo:f ©niaXS
-abfio"T©fi($>^ :iad^ ba'ieduiectfOT: ,(ki) alri 'io".
),, C'^afi©Ji'p6anco( . d’al’isoe 'rarf .7'tov tail or*
eeD.i.'^B.C(cj^ ffilxl (c) ^{n) a sb ©v&^.Ce
lerf riJiv nc!ii B'jov'ftoc nt
nX r:a©nItrldilB'i htalb ©.rls viiXjaxfdrnor: . :
^Ik-cJ *i&V\ . ' .i©;"o«id s Ic
aorte tiwso'oai 5? ‘U-* s nc :'p/ on mvob xnow
~oo:toi:t E'^oo rair i*oXoojf.jj4' STerfl
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Elaine's death was only
one of the (r) which resulted
from the evil hanging over the
court. (s) to King Arthur
came through the (t) in the
(u) of the knights influenced
by Lancelot. This foreshadowed
the (v) of Arthur's plan for
(w) the world.
(3) Each of the following statements can he completed by
one of the four expressions listed with it. Choose
the expression which correctly completes each state-
ment and place the letter which indicates your choice
in the parenthesis after each statement.
50)
The time-setting of "Lancelot and Elaine" is
(a) spring (b) summer (c) autumn (d) winter. ....... ( )
51)
Jousts were held in order that the knights might
(a) win prizes (b) become more skillful fighters
(c) defeat each other (d) show off ( )
52
)
A knight showed his love for his lady by wearing
(a) a token (b) a symbol (c) a device (d) a favor.. ( )
53)
Lancelot arrived at the jousts (a) unarmed (b) in-
cognito (c) unaccompanied (d) dismayed ( )
54)
The knights' attack on Lancelot at the tournament
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Lancelot ’ s bad influence on the knights* behavior
is proved by the conduct of (a) Sir Torre (b) the
Lord of Astolat (c) Gawain (d) Gareth (e) Galahad.. ( )
56)
No one called Lancelot (a) the flower of bravery
(b) the cause of ignoble talk (c) the greatest
knight (d) the leader of lost causes. ( )
57)
Lancelot obeyed the Lord of Astolat *s request that
he (a) secretly leave the house (b) show Elaine
discourtesy (c) reveal his love for Guinevere
(d) carry Lavaine’s shield........ ( )
58)
Some people might feel that Lancelot’s love for
Guinevere was not altogether evil because he
(a) loved a queen (b) fulfilled one vow of knight-
hood (c) kept it hidden (d) was loved in return.... ( )
59)
The greatest evil resulting from Lancelot’s behavior
was the breaking-up of Arthur’s (a) Round Table
(b) plan for the world (c) faith in mankind
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"The Passing of Arthur"
The unit *—The "last dim battle of the west" found Modred
leading the knights of the Round Table in rebellion against
King Arthur, for Modred had gained much power while Arthur was
away fighting Lancelot. At the end of a fierce battle in which
both forces were destroyed, Arthur slew Modred, but was himself
mortally wounded.
Bedivere, "first made and latest left" of Arthur’s knights,
helped Arthur and v/as entrusted with Arthur's last command, to
throw Excalibur into the sea. Twice, dazzled by the beauty of
the sword, Bedivere lied in reporting that he had carried out
Arthur's command. FlnaJ.ly Bedivere obeyed, and was surprised
to see the sword grasped by an arm in samite appearing from the
waves.
Then Bedivere carried Arthur to the ocean side where three
stately queens waited on a barge to take him from the earth.
Before leaving, Arthur expressed his faith in God's plan for the
world. So, although his Round Table was dissolved, his home
shattered, and his friends fallen away, Arthur left the earth
still secure in his religious belief.
Arthur's serenity, because of his belief in an eternal plan,
even when confronted with complete loss of worldly comforts, is
symbolic of the continued struggle of man's conscience against
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human passions because of a belief in God’s mercy* This moral
tone to the poem was Tennyson’s voicing of religious beliefs
in an attempt to counteract the gradual undermining of religious
faith in the Victorian Age as a result of the discoveries of
science
•
The analysis of the unit .
a. A truly religious man may find in spiritual beliefs, conso-
lation for grief caused by disloyal friends, a broken home,
^
and material failure.
b. A religious man is not prohibited from fighting for what he
considers right, nor from protecting himself against his
enemies
.
c. Obedience sometimes forces one to act contrary to one’s
common sense.
d. New scientific discoveries and religious beliefs are some-
times difficult to reconcile, but a spiritually minded person
puts his trust in God’s plan and does not lose his faith.
e. The spiritual quality of a person is discernible through his
works
.
Probable incidental learnings from the unit . --
a. A continuance of incidental learnings from "Gareth and
Lynette", a-e, and from "Lancelot and Elaine", a-e.
b. Knov/ledge of the plot structure of "The Passing of Arthur".
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The unit assignment .
a. Tentative time allotment . —Class work on '‘iTie Passing of
Arthur” and on work intended to complete the study of the
"Idylls of the King" is planned for eight periods in the
following way. After studying and discussing Tennyson*
s
life, place in literature, and the period in which he wrote,
spend about one day reading "The Passing of Arthur". Be *
able to answer the questions in "c" of the unit assignment .
The rest of the time will be spent in taking a progress test
on "The Passing of Arthur", in reporting on voluntary reading,
in writing on long report on a subject (of your own choice)
related in some way to King Arthur’s period, in doing some
optional work, in doing any required make-up work, and in
taking a mastery test on the "Idylls of the King".
b. Q.uestions on Tennyson’s life , his place in literature , and
the period in which he wrote
.
1/
(1) What was Tennyson’s nationality? V/hen did he live?
During what literary period did he write?
(2) What influence did society, science, and the political
and economic situation have on Victorian literature?
(3) How did Tennyson’s interest in things medieval influence
his writings? 2/
i/ S R 31:iii-xii. S R 32:471-474
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iyi/hat sources did he use for the ’’Idylls of the King"?
(4) What were some other poems written by Tennyson?
(5) What was his literary position in England?
(6) Who were some of his well-known contemporaries?
c
.
Questions on "The Passing of Arthur " •
—
(1) Who were the leaders in the war being waged in this last
idyll? V/hat was the result of the war?
(2) liVho was "the latest left" of Arthur’s knights?
(3) V/hat words create a similar atmosphere in each of the
following descriptions; lines 88-117; 213-219; 354-358?
(4) What was Arthur's last request of Bedivere? What did
Bediveres response show about the condition of knighthood?
What had caused this condition to start? Who was the
worse offender, Modred or Lancelot?
(5) How did Arthur leave the earth? What sorrows did he
have? Did he have any consolation?
(6) V/hat does Arthur mean by lines 9-24, and by lines 498-422?
(7) Can you tell, by reference to the story as a whole, what
is meant by the following lines:
(a) "But in His ways with men I find Him not"
(b) "Behold, I seem but King among the dead"
(c) "My house hath been my doom"
(8) In the vivid descriptions, to be found in lines 213-219,
and 220-233, what are some effective action and color
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words? What other passages appeal to you?
d. Progress test on ”The Passing of Arthur **.
—
(1) In the passage below, words have been omitted at places
indicated by letters. Beside the passage is a list of
words. Put beside each word, in the parenthesis, either
a letter to show where it should go in the passage, or a
bar (-) to show it does not belong in the passage.
Sample
:
Both boys and girls play (a) at 0)baseball (-)
our high (b) 0) school (b)
0)club. ( - )
0)ba3ket ball (a)
King Arthur fought the last l)east ( )
weird battle in the (a) against 2)mortally ( )
(b) who, (c), had gathered 3)order ..( )
Arthur’s (d) together to fight 4)Sxcallbur ( )
against him. Arthur stated that 5)we3t ( )
he had been in a blind haze ever 6)barge ( )
since he had left (e) at 7)Modred... { )
Almesbury. Eventually the two 8)plan •( )
forces clashed at (f). As 9 )Lyonne3se
(
)
Arthur surveyed the scene he 10) two { )
said he seemed to be king 11 )Gulnevere ( )
See Appendix, p.99
,
for key to correction.
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among the (g). He also said, 12) three ( )
"My (h) hath been my doom". 13) one •( )
After a hard battle, 14)dead ( )
Arthur killed his enemy but 15)knights ( )
was himself (1) wounded. He 16)Bedivere ( )
told (j), the (k) left of all 17 )house ( )
his knights, to throw (1) into 18)new. ( )
the sea. Bedivere, on (ra) 19)latest... ( )
occasions, lied about doing 20 )knights ( )
this, for he had been tempted 21)beauty ( )
by the (n) of the (o). Finally 22) corrupt ( )
however, he did as Arthur told 23 )traltorously { )
him to do. 24)hilt ( )
Then (p) queens appeared 25)world ( )
on a ( q ) and took Arthur away
from the earth. As Arthur left
he expressed faith in Ood’s (r)
by saying:
"The old (s) changeth, yield-
ing place to (t).
And Ood fulfills himself in
many ways.
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(2) Chose the word or phrase which correctly completes each
of the following statements. In each case only one
choice Is correct. Place in the parenthesis following
the number of the question, the letter which Indicates
your choice.
(a) Vtihen Arthur says:
"I found Him in the shining of the stars
I mark’d Him in the flowering of His fields.
But in His ways with men I find Him not,”
he means (1) God is beauty (2) God does not help
man (3) man is not good (4) animate nature shows
more spiritual qualities than Inanimate nature.26)( )
(b) In Arthur’s statement, ”My house hath been my
doom”, by ’’house” he means (1) wife (2) house-
hold (3) his friends (4) his knights. ...27)( )
(c) "More things are wrought by prayer
Than this world dreams of”, was said by
(1) Guinevere (2) Lancelot (3) Galahad
(4) Arthur 23 )( )
(d) This battle with Modred took place in
(1) November (2) February (3) December
( 4 ) January 29 ) ( )
(e) Arthur hated to fight Modred because of (1) his
religion (2) the identity of Modred ’s followers
(3) his fear of death (4) the danger of death
to his soldiers 30)( )
> rk
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(f) Tennyson wrote during the period called
(1) Anglo-Saxon (2) Romantic (3) Victorian
(4) Anglo-Norman .•.31)( )
(g) Religious faith, at that time, was being under-
mined by (1) science (2) politics (3) Queen
Victoria (4) radio ..32){ )
(h) Tennyson's character is revealed to us through
his (1) family life (2) face (3) writings
(4) friends •33)( )
(i) When Bedivere disobeyed Arthur's orders, his
action was dominated by (1) fear (2) common-
sense (3) covetousness (4) independence.. 34 )( )
(j) ”My house hath been ray doom”, is an example of
(1) simile (2) metaphor (3) allusion
(4) hyperbole 35 ) ( )
(k) ”Many-knotted waterflags ... .whistled stiff and
dry about the marge” is an example of (1) sim-
ile (2) rhetorical question (3) personifica-
tion (4) anecdote 36 )( )
(l) "Slippery crag rang sharp-smitten with the
dint of armed heels” is an example of (1) ono-
matopoeia (2) allusion (3) metaphor (4) allit-
eration 37 )( )
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(m) "So said he, and the barge with oar and sail
Moved from the brink, like some full-
breasted swan
That, fluting a wild carol ere her death.
Ruffles her pure cold plume, and takes the
flood
With swarthy webs •
"
This is an example of (1) simile (2) metaphor
(3) personification (4) hyperbole .....38)( )
D. A Part of The Unit Assignment To Be Used with All Three Units.
1. Optional Work.
—
a. Here are characters who faced difficulties in their
lives. Pick out one to report on orally to show how
he faced his difficulty, keeping in mind Gareth’s
personality as a measure; or, select another char-
acter in similar circumstances from your own reading
or from a movie. 1/
Rhoderick Dhu in...’*The Lady of the Lake"
Sidney Carton in... "The Tale of Two Cities"
Peter Blood.. in. .. "Captain Blood"
Hamlet in . . . "Hamlet"
Crichton. ........... in. .. "The Admirable Crichton"
Jo in... "Little Women"
The Mother in... "Her Son’s Wife"
Martin Arrowsmith. . .in. . . "Arrowsmith"
Peter Westcott. . . . . . in. . . "Fortitude"
1/ S R 54. S R 43. S R 52. S R 57. S R 36. S R 35. S R 45 . S R 63
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b. Grantland Rice’s "Code of a Good Sport” contains the
following articles:
Thou Shalt not quit.
Thou Shalt not alibi.
Thou Shalt not gloat over winning.
Thou Shalt not be a rotten loser.
Thou Shalt not take unfair advantage of an opponent.
Thou Shalt not be ready to give thine opponent the
shade; neither shalt thou under-estimate an
opponent nor over-estimate him.
Remember that the game is the thing and that he who
thinketh otherwise is a slacker and not a true
sportsman.
Honor the game thou playest, for he who playeth the
game straight and hard wlnneth even when he
loseth. 1/
Is the best conduct of the knights of King Arthur in
agreement with these rules? List quotations from the
Idylls under each of the articles to prove your decision.
c. Is the conduct of athletes of high school teams in
agreement with rules for knighthood?
d. Do the customs of knighthood told true of the social
behavior of the young men of today? (Perhaps a debate
on this subject can be worked up if people can be
found to take opposing sides.)
e. Make up a "Code of Behavior for Girls”.
f. Write a paper on the Influence of the literature of
and the religious changes of the Anglo-Norman period
on the early stories of King Arthur, and on the
^ Evallne Harrington, "The Code of a Good Sport”, The English
Journal
,
vol. xvili, no.l, p. 45, January, 1936.
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influence of the Victorian Age as revealed through
Tennyson* s poetry, i/
g. If you were a casting director of a movie to he made
of the "Idylls of the King” what actresses or actors
would you try to get for each part? Why? Ytfhat qual-
ities of appearance and of personality helped make
your choice?
h. In Harper’s magazine, January, 1936, "Shoot to Kill",
by Howard McLellan, discusses the methods of G-Men
in tracking down criminals. Summarize the writer’s
feeling about the methods used against criminals.
What was King Arthur’s theory of justice as revealed
through settling the troubles of his subjects? Is
there any similarity?
i. Draw up rules for a club to which you belong, in
imitation of the rules of chivalry. The "Yellow
Roadster’s" rules opened with "Loyalty to the school".
j» Prepare a newspaper of the period of King Arthur.
k. Prepare for oral report the standards of conduct of
Newman’s "The Gentlemen" compared with those of
the knights ’
.
l. Prepare a piece of work to show that Tennyson’s
descriptions form word pictures. This may take various
IT S R 31. S R 32. SR 33.
2/ s R 33:667.
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forms: a written or an oral report with references
to the book; a collection of pictures cut from adver-
tisements to illustrate any one idyll; original sketches
for illustration.
m. Some of you may be able to give a fashion talk, with
illustrations, of the clothes of the period.
n. Accumulative optional paper on the allegory may be
made from the following material:
1. Definition and discussion from "Appreciation in
Literature”. 1/
2. Reading in "Adventures in English Literature". 2/
3. Earlier study of "Comus". ^
o. Has your family a coat of arms? See the description
of John Ridd's coat of arms.' in”Lorna Doone". 4/
’JVhat details would you like to have on your crest to
best describe yourself. Make up a few coats of arms
for yourself and your friends.
p. If you saw the movie, "A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court”, featuring V/ill Rogers, write a review
of it.
q. Write an original romantic and imaginative story either
(a) with the background of King Arthur's day, (b) as a
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satire of King Arthur's time, i/ or (c) with modern
setting and characters.
r. Prepare, from your general knowledge, reading, and In-
formation from the movies, an oral report on the feudal
elements In the training of a boy in Germany or Italy,
today. 2/
s. Make a Round Table of modern knights, choosing names of
present-day people who are known for their achievements.
The measure of eligibility, in addition to the material
achievements, would be King Arthur's code of honesty,
integrity, and other virtues. ^
t. Some explorers today have just as thrilling adventures
as the knights of old had. Prepare an oral report on
material suggested by such adventures. £/
u. Prepare an oral report on the changes in the woman's
place in the world today from .that of King Arthur's
time, ^ or from that of Elizabeth's time. ^
1/ S R 10.
2/ S R 59.
3/ H. Ward McGraw, " Prose and Poetry for Appreelation ".
The L. W. Singer Co., Chicago, 1934, p. 417.
i/ S R 61.
3/ S R 46. S R 64.
S R 38.
.
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2 . Suggested Re adlngs . --
Jacob Edwards
a. Customs at the time of King Arthur Library
call-numbers
(1) Bullfinch, The Age of Chivalry 398B1
(2) Farjeon, E., Kings and 9,ueens j942P229
(3) Lang, Andrew, Book of Romance j398L269
(4)
Tappan, E.M., V/hen Knights Were Bold.13940. Itl741
b. Stories of Arthur and his knights
Poetry





(6) Robinson, E. A., Lancelot .«««..
(7) Merlin
(8) Tristram








Clemens, S. L. , A Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur * s Court ..C625.1
(11) Ersklne, John, Galahad * E75.1
(12) Tristram and Isolde E75.5
(13) Malory, Morte d ’ Arthur M257.1




Story of the Champions . . . . JP997 .
8
CRC means a copy of the book is in the class-room library.
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(16) The Story of King Arthur
and His Knights JP997.5
(17 ) The Story of The Grail and
The Passing of Arthur ....JP997.9
c. Other stories of Chivalry
Poetry
(18) D’Annunzio, Francesca da Hlmlnl 852A516
(19) Millay, Edna St* Vincent, The King ’
s
Henchman 812M645
(20) The Princess Marries the
Page 812M645.1
(21) Phillips, Stephen, Paolo and Francesca 822P56
Prose
(22) Baldwin, James, The Story of Roland j398Bl81*l
(23) Cervantes, Don Quixote •••C419.1
(24) Doyle, A. Conan, The White Company D754.7
(25) Dumas, A. The Three Musqueteers . * * D386.14
(26) Kelly, Eric, The Trumpets of Krakow. JK284
(27) Kingsley, Charles, Hereward the Wake K55.2
^
_
(23) Lang, Andrew, (trans.) Aucassln and
Nlcolette G786
(29) Rostand, Edmond, Cyrano de Bergerac .....842R
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d. Tennyson’s life and period
(31) Beauty, Arthur (ed) Idylls of the King .CRC
(32) Boas, Ralph P.
,
and Smith, Edwin, En.i oyment
of Literature
, pp. 471-474.......... CRC
(33) Schweikert, H. C., Inglis, Rewey Belle,
Cooper, Alice Cecilia, Sturdevant,
Marion A.^Ben^t, V/illiam Rose (ed. )
Adventures in English Literature
,
pp. 583-537; pp. 1063-1093 CRC
e. Miscellaneous
(34) Aesop's Fables CRC
(35) Alcott, L. M. Little Women ....JA355.12
(36) Barrie, Sir James, The Admirable Crichton . .... .CRC
(37) Blackmore, Lorna Doone CRC
(33) Bradford, Gamaliel, Elizabethan Women 396B799
(39) Bunyan, Pilgrim’s Progress ........ .807P353
also in Adventures in English
Literature pp. 279-287 CRC
(40) Byrne, Don, Messer Marco Polo B995
(41) Canfield, Dorothy, Her Son’s Wife ... C222.8
(42) Cleugh, Sophie, any novels C634
(43) Dickens, Charles, A Tale of Two Cities ..CRC
(44) Forbes, Anita P.
,
Modern Verse CRC
(45) Lewis, Sinclair, Main Street..... ......CRC
'-.6
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Lindbergh, Anne Morrow, North to the Orient . 915L745a
(47) McCutcheon, G B., any Grauatauk stories M133
(48) McGraw, H. Ward, Prose and Poetry for
Appreciation ....CRC
(49) Major, Charles, When Knighthood Was In Flower »C539»1
(50) Milton, John, Comus CKC
(51) Reade, Charles, The Cloister and the Hearth * « .R285 »1
(52) Sabatini, Raphael, Captain Blood S113.10
(53)
Chivalry S113.20
(54) Scott, Sir Walter, The Lady of the Lake CRC
(55) The Talisman S431.5
(56) Schweikert, H. C., Miller H. Augustus, Cook,
Luella B. Adventures In Appreciation CRC
(57) Shakespeare, Hamlet ..CRC
(58) Schwezoff, Igor, Russian Somersault
(autobiography of a Russian artist) BS415
(59) Strong, Anna Louise, This Soviet World . . .350.9473923
(60) Swift, Gulliver’s Travels CRC
and also in Adventures In English
Literature
, pp. 322-324 CRC
(61) Thomas, Lowell, The Untold Story of
Exploration 910.9T454
(62) Undset, Sigrid, Kristin Lavransdatter (5 vol.)....U57
(63) Walpole, Hugh, Fortitude .W218.
5
(64) Woolf, Virginia, A Room of One * s Own 824W913
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f. A mastery test on the '* Idylls of the King '* . A/
1. This test is intended to examine yonr information
about all of the work on the "Idylls of the King."
a. Here are two lists, one of characters in the
"Idylls of the King", the other of descriptive
expressions. Write, in the parenthesis after the
descriptive expression, the number of the char-
acter which it describes. Note that twenty-five
characters are listed and only twenty-two descrip-
tions. Use only twenty-two of the characters in
your answer.
(1)
Uther King of the Britons. .( )
(2)
Lot A petulant girl ( )
(3)
Bellicent Arthur’s wife ( )
( 4
)
Arthur A frivolous knight ••••.. ( )
(5)




Lancelot The brother of a nun ( )
(7)
Elaine Lynette’s sister ( )
(8)
Modred Gareth’s father .{ )
(9)
Gareth A model young knight..... ( )
(10)
Lynette King of Cornwall ( )
(11)
Alfred Arthur’s half-sister ( )
(12)
Sir Kay A killer ( )
(13)
Balin The seneschal ( )
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(14)
Lavalne Arthur's greatest knight.... ( )(15)
Sir Torre The "latest left" of Arthur's(16)
Gawaln knights ( )
(17
)
Tristram Elaine's younger brother.... ( )
(18)
Leo The purest knight ( )
(19)
Mark Lancelot caused her death... ( )
(20)
Sir Percivale Arthur's magician ( )
(21)
Bedivere Leader of uprising against
(22)
Merlin Arthur ( )
(23)
Peter A nephew of Mark ( )
(24)
Galahad Owner of a shield used for
(25)
Lyoners i/ disguise..... .( )
b. In the parenthesis after each word in the right
hand column below, place the number of the word
or phrase in the right-hand column of the same
group which is most significantly associated
with that word or phrase. A sample follows:
Sample
(0)(a)Gold 0)Animal (b)
(b) Frog 0) Vegetable (e)
(c)Apple 0)Mineral (a)
(d)House 0) Fruit..... (c)
(e )Radish
Only 22 marks result from this question, consequently, in
question b. numbers 23-25 are repeated to indicate answers to
be marked.
e ’ 'r if. MrrA lo ” :i ' . > I ct e e:! nX” jil: 9TW01 niUciX)
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(a)Li©g0 23)Churl ( )
(b) Pea3ant 24)Knave ( )
(c) Servant 25)S0neschal ..( )
{d)Gook 26)Lord ( )
(©)Kitchen ov©rs©©r
(2)
(a)Knight’3 attendant 27 ) Thrall .( )
(b) S©rvant 28) Squire ( )
(c) Innk©©per 29)Va33al ( )





(a)Breast jplate 31)Vi3or. )
(b) Leg protector 32)Hilt
.( )
(c) Arra protector 33)Cuira33 ( )
(d)H0 ad protector 34)Gr0aves ( )
{ e ) Sword
(4)
(a)A muahroom 35)Mere ( )
(b) A young awan 36)Agaric ( )
(c)A amall lake 37)Stoat ( )
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(a)Pearl of beauty 39)Elaine { )
(b)A lily 40)Gareth.. ( )
(c)Decaying mushroom 41)Guinevere ( )
(d) A rose 42)Lynette ( )
(e)A Mayflower
(6)
(a)Plower of bravery 43 )Lancelot
(
)
(b ) Cinderella 44) Arthur ( )
(c) The sun 45)Lyhette .( )
(d )Apple-iblos3om 46)Gareth •••( )
(e)A dandelion
(7)
(a)A ghost 47) Lake { )
(b)A flower petal 43)Crown ( )
(c) A cloud 49) Lie { )
(d)An eagle’s eye 50)Nose ( )
(e) A rivulet
(3) (a)Astolat 51 ) Bedivere. ( )
(b) Lyone33e 52)Elaine ( )
(c) Camelot 53)Arthur ..( )
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( a)Gareth’ 3 combats 55) Twelve •••( )
(b)Diamond3 56) Nine ( )
(c)Members of the Round 57)Three ( )





(a)Blue 59)Death ( )
(b) Purple 60)Noonday Sun ( )
(c) Black 61)Evening Star ( )





(a)Resurrection 63)Death. ...•( )
(b)Money 64) Lady of the Lake.( )
(c)Habits 65)Evenlng Star«....( )






(a)The last day of the 67) "Gareth and
year Lynette"...( )
(b)A showerful spring 68) "Lancelot and
( c )Mid3urnmer Elaine )
(d) A misty night 69 ) "Guinevere " ( )
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( c )Lyoners 73 )Motherly ( )




{14)(a)Svening Star 75)Llon ( )
(b) Lancelot 76)Tre0 .....( )
(c)Arthur 77)Dragon ( )
(d) Eneniy of Gareth 78) Star ( )
(e) Sir Bora
{15)(a)North Sea wave 79)Dlamond ( )
(b)Heart of a flower 80)Eyes ( )
(c) Pire in a stubble 81)Gossip ( )
(d)Heaven 82)Knights ( )
(e) Erab0rs of a fire
c. Each of the following statements can be completed
by one of the four expressions listed with it.
Put the letter of the expression which best com-
pletes the meaning in the parenthesis at the
right-hand side of the page.
(83) Tennyson wrote the "Idylls of the Kind" dur-
( )
ing the period called (a) Elizabethan
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(84) His principal source was (a) the Bible
(b) Chaucer (c) Malory (d) The Venerable
Bede ( )
(85) Tennyson wrote this poem (a) in vers libre
(b) as a sonnet (c) as a ballad (d) in blank
verse ( )
(36) Tennyson’s poetry is noted for (a) word-
pictures (b) classical allusions (c) realism
(d) original form* •••••• ( )
(87) One of Tennyson's well knowm poems is
(a) King Lear (b) John Brown ’ s Body (c) In
Memorjam ( d ) The Bugle Song .•....*•( )
(88) One of these men was not a contemporary of
Tennyson (a) Darwin (b) Goldsmith (c) Dickens
(d) Rosetti*... ( )
(39) Tennyson was much interested in early life
in (a) England (b) Italy (c) France
(d) Denmark •••.••••( )
(90) The Anglo-Normans were not interested in
(a) romance (b) trading (c) religion
(d) government ( )
(91) The progressive minds of the Victorian Age
were greatly influenced by (a) panics
(b) literature (c) science (d) politics ( )
.
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(92) Arthur was a legendary king of the (a) Sax-
ons (b) Welsh (c) Britons (d) Danes ( )
(93) Arthur lived about the year (a) 300 (b) 500
(c) 700 (d) 900 ( )
(94) Arthur helped to protect his people from
(a) Normans (b) Britons (c) Saxons
(d) V/elsh •.•..•••..•••( )
(95) Arthur planned that his knights would (a) de-
feat Prance (b) purify the world (c) protect
England (d) become powerful ••( )
(96) According to Tennyson, the number of vows a
knight was required to swear to was (a) 2
(b) 4 (c) 1 (d) 5 ( )
( 97
)
One of the vows of a knight was that of
(a) hardihood (b) fortitude (c) gratitude
(d) merriment ••..( )
(98) Knights were supposed to respect (a) prop-
erty (b) women (c) money (d) power ••••( )
(99) A knight honored his lady by wearing (a) a
sleeve (b) a device (c) a coat of arras
(d) a favor ( )
(100)
The "Idylls of the King” is called a story
of (a) failure (b) love (c) religion
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(101) The word idyll means (a) pictures (b) song
(c) ideal (d) hopes ( )
(102) An allegorical figure in the "Idylls of the
King" in (a) Death (b) Life (c) Greed
(d) Honor ( )
(103) The backgroimd of the story of the Idylls
presents (a) covered wagons (b) witch
burning (c) jousts (d) wrestling matches ••( )
(104) A girl of Arthur’s day was supposed to be
ready (a) to earn her living (b) to care
for the sick (c) to lead society (d) to
enter a convent. ( )
(105) The most admirable of the following women
characters is (a) Lyoners (b) Elaine
(c) Lynette (d) Guinevere....... •••( )
d. The following passage has been divided into
three sections indicated by numbers, in each
part words, indicated by letters, have been
omitted. Beside each division of the passage
is a list of words from which the correct words
to complete the meaning of the passage are to be
chosen. In each case three more words are list-
ed than will be required to complete the meaning
of the passage. Write beside each word either
% i-.. ija' IXv :'»i I;«o’.v .: -T (XOI)
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the letter which indicates where it is to go
in the passage or a bar (-) to indicate the
word does not belong in the passage. Sample:
(a) was the first man to 0)Atlantic.. (b)
fly across the (b) Ocean. 0)Pacific (-)
0 )Lindbergh ( a
)
0 )Gol-uinbus .....(-)
(1) Some of the characters in 106 )obedient. ( )
the "Idylls of the King" 107)resented ( )
are wholly admirable, 108 )disagreeable . . .
. ( )
others are pleasant but 109) Inferior ( )
have human weaknesses, 110 ) impatient ( )
while a few are contempt- 111 )Gareth.
{
)
ible. (a) furnishes an 112) stranger ( )
example of a young man of 113 )knight
worthy qualities who over- 114)Sir Kay ( )
comes many obstacles to 115 )Lancelot ........ ( )
become a (b). He was (c) 116 ) seneschal ( )
to his mother; he worked 117)gentle ( )
faithfully at (d) work in 113)kitchen •••( )
Arthur’s (e); he was 119) equal ( )
friendly with his (f) as- 120)Lynette ( )
sociates; he was (g) to thel21)civil ( )
rude (h); he helped a (i) 122)bandits ( )
in danger from (j); he 123)menial ( )
. Bjt s'TO.fw not..:rf 'led^ai oria
e>*iw eixioJC^rfX c:f (-; "<0^^ a »ro o^jAter^q or>it ftjt
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o.’:tnB.rcJA»(0 orf fifirr: saw (b)
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fought hard battles; and he
endured cheerfully (k)’s in-
sulting remarks. Finally he
gained his wish.
A knight was not, how-
ever, so (1) as to be a weak-
ling; he (m) an injury from
an ( n )
.
Gare th fought and
defeated (o) when the occa-
sion arose.
(2) (a) was an example of 124)breaking ( )
a glamorous knight • He 125 )unfaithful. ..•••( )
was the (b) fighter of 126) falsely .*..( )
Arthur’s court. He was 127) result .( )
sincerely courteous, being 123)Klng Arthur ( )
kind to (c) when he ap- 129) Lance lot ..( )
peared (d) as a tiller of 130)true .....( )
th© soil and accepting 131 )obedience ( )
without condescension the 132)Round Table ( )
(e)’s hospitality. 133)Gareth ( )
But the state of 134 )disloyalty ( )
knighthood which made men 135)best. ( )
ready to face all kinds of 136)king ( )
obstacles for love of 137) love ( )
(f) and which made 138 )disguised ( )
vr-
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the (g) an ideal institu- 139)happy ( )
tion gradually (h). A 140)Lord of Astolat.( )
traceable (i) of this be- 141) cause »....( )
havior was Lancelot’s (' j ) 142 ) faithfulness ( )
his vow of (k) to the (1). 143 ) temptation ( )
He loved the king’s 144 )degenerated ( )
wife (m), and he served 145 )a leader ( )
her with the (n) becoming 146 )Guinevere ( )
to a (o) knight.
'*His faith (p) kept
him (q) true.” His con-
science, troubled at the
thought of his (r) to his
friend and king, although
too weak to make him resist
(s), still kept him from
being (t).
(3) The other knights who 147 ) Lancelot ( )
recognized (a)’s superior- 148)Slr Kay ( )
ity in gentleness, grace, 149 )nunnery. ( )
and courtesy, as well as 150)fighting ( )
in (b) skill, looked up to 151)falth .( )
him as an (c). When 152) three ( )
Lancelot, therefore, show- 153)hospital ( )
ed human (d), the other 154) ideal ( )
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knights suffered a serious 155)avenge .«( )
(e) of ideals and gradual- 156)Modred ( )
ly fell into (f) habits. 157)fate. ( )
This culminated in a 158)weakness ( )
series of misfortunes for 159)Round Table ( )
(g)
. Guinevere entered a 160) lowering ( )
(h) . Arthur fought to (i) 161) failure ( )
himself upon Lancelot. 162)bad ( )
Arthur was later defeated 163)God ..( )
by (j) who raised former 164)disgrace ( )
members of the (k) against 165 )Arthur ( )
their king.
With all hopes of car-
rying on ( 1 ) ’
s
work in the
world shattered because of
the (m) of his plan, Arthur
still expressed his (n) in
God and was reconciled to his
(o) when (p) queens accom-
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Appendix










(9) 24. . (a) 44.. (d) 64 ..(e)
3.
. (16) 25. . (b) 45 . . ( c ) 65. . (b)





(6) 27. . (b) 47 . . ( a
)
67.. (d)
7. ..(7) 28.. (e) 48. .(c) 68 ..(c)
8.. (17) 29.
.
(a) 49. .(e) 69. .(a)
9.. (22) 30.
.




11.. (25) 31. .(c) 51.. (b) 71. .(d)
12. ..(1) 32. .(e) 52.
.
(d) 72. .(c)





( a 74. .(a)
15 .
. ( 15 )
16.
.
(20) 35.. (e) 55.. (b) 75.. (c)
17.. .(5 ) 36. . (c) 56.. (c) 76. .(a)




















22. .(14) 40. .(e) 60. .(c) 80. .(c)
41.. (a) 61.
.
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Key to Diagnostic and Exploratory Test (continued).
(c). .83. .(d) (d)..(l)..106..(-) (2)..124. . (0) (3). .147. .(g)















(0) 127. . (p) 150. . (a)
87.
.
(b) 110.. (e) 128..( j ) 151. .(o)
88.
.
(c) lll..(n) 129. .(f) 152. .(h)
















( i ) 133. . (n) 156. . (m)
93.
.
(d) 116.. (c) 134. .(b) 157.
.
(-)





118. .(1) 136. . (r) 159..( j)
96. .(b) 119. .(b) 137. .(d) 160.. (1)
97 .
.















(a) 141.. (m) 164.. (-)
101.
.
(d) 142. .(k) 165. .(f)
102 .
.
( a 143.. (s)
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Key to the progress test on ’’Gareth and Lynette”^ on page 43.
19)..i 36)..d 54). .b
2 ) . .a 20)..- 37). .b 55). .d
3)..b 21)..- 38) . .e 56 ) . .
a
4)..d 22 ) . .e 39 ) . .a 57). .c
5 ) • c 23 ) .
.
3
40 ) . .
c
( 4 ) . . . . 58 ) .
.
g
6 ) • • a 24 ) . . - 41). .b 59). .k
7)..c 25 ) . . c 42). .d 60). .1
8). .b 26). .- 43 ) . . c 61 ) . . c
9). .d 27 ) . .
f
44).. a 62). .f
10). .a 28). .d 45)..b 63)..b
11).
.g 29). .k 46)..d 64 ) . .n
12). .a (3). . . .30). .0 47)..e 65 ) . . e
13 ) . . - 31). .d 48 ) . . 66)..h
14 ) . .m 32) . .b 49 ) . . a 67).
.3
15 ) . .h 33 ) . • a 50 ) . .
a
68 ) . .
0
16). .1 34). .a 51). .d 69 ) • • a
17)..- 35 ) . .e 52 ) . .c
13). .b 53). .b
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Key to the progress test on "Lancelot and Elaine", on page {
21 ) . . .
c
) • • •
u
2 ) • • • s 22 ) . . .e 42 ) . . .e
3). . .f 23 ) ... a 43 ) . . . i
4 ) • • • 0 24)...d 44). . .0
5)...d ( 2 ) . .
.
. 25 ) . . . f 45)...h
6)...b 26)...l 46). . .t
7)...e 27). ..p 47). ..q
8 ) • • • d. 23) . . .a 48). .
.g
9 ) • • • £L 29)...- 49) . . .3
10) • • .e 30) . . .w (3)....50)...b
31).. .k 51). ..b
12)...d 32 ) . . .b 52). . .d
13) . . .d 33 ) . . .IQ 53).. .b
14 ) • • •
c
34) . . .
V
5 4 ) • • • H.
15).. .f 35 ). . .d 55 } • • • c




13) . . .c 38 ) . . .n 58).. .b
19). . .b 39 ) . . . 59). ..b
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3 ) • . s 23 ) . . c
4)..l 24) . .o
5 ) • • a 25 ) . .w
6 ) . .q
7)..h (2). ...26). .3
8) . .r 27). .4
9). .f 28). .4
10) . .m 29). .3
11). .e 30) . .2
12 ) .
.p 31). .3
13 ) . .u 32). •!
14).
.g 33). .3
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Key to the mastery test on ”
(a)....1....4 (b)...
2. . .10




5 • * • • 1
6 • . • 20
7. .25























20 . . .8
21. .17
22. .15
Idylls of the King", on page
. . . . b 43 ....
a
63 .... a
. . . . c 44 . . . .
c
64 . . . .
e
. . . . e 45 . . . . d 65 . . . . c
.... a 46 . . . .b 66 ... .d
. . . . b 47. ...d 67 ... .b
. . . . a 48 . . . .
e
68. . . .
c
. . . . d 49 .... a 69 . . . .d
. . . . e 50. .-. .b 70 .... a
. . . . d 51. . . .
d
71. ...b
. . . . e 52. . . .a 72. ...d
.... a 53. . . . 73. . . .e
. . . . b 54 . . . .
b
74. ... a
. . . . c 55 ... .d 75. . . .b
.... a 56 . . . . 76. . . .a
. . . . e 57 .... 77. . . .c
. • . . b 58 . . . .a 78. . . .d
. . . . b 5 9 .... 79. . . .b
. . . . c 60. . . .d 80. . . .d
.... a 61 . . . . 81 . . . .
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Key to the mastery test (continued).













91 • • •
92. • .c
93. . .b

















103 . . c
104. . .b
105. . .b
































3 . . . . 147 ... a
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THE UNIT PLAN APPLIED TO THE V/RITING OP BUSINESS LETTERS
Writing Business Letters
The unit « --The ability to write satisfactory letters order-
ing goods, or making application for a job includes good taste
in the choice of materials, a knowledge of conventional form,
and an understanding of the important part letter writing plays
in one's daily life.
The analysis of the unit »
—
a. The materials most widely accepted for business correspond-
ence are: a good quality of white unruled paper, about
si" X 11 inches in size, and black or blue ink. Several accept
able variations from this form include the use of conserva-
tively tinted paper, with or without a letter head, and
differing somewhat from the prescribed size; and also the use
of folded note paper in correspondence from private individ-
uals. If a letter contains more than one sheet, plain paper,
usually called second sheets, is used for the second and
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b. The margins of a business letter are of the "picture -frame"
type, that is, margins of equal size appear to the left and
right of the letter, and margins approximately equal are at
the top and bottom of the letter. The position of the letter
on the page varies. In using letterhead paper, to avoid a
top-heavy appearance, the letter generally is placed so that
the middle of the body of the letter falls below the middle
of the page. In a letter on plain paper, material should bo
arranged so as to give a pleasing, balanced effect.
c. The formal requirements of a business letter Include the
following parts: (1) the heading, (2) the inside address,
(3) the salutation, (4) the body, (5) the complimentary close,
and (6) the signature.
d. The heading of a business letter (1) gives the complete address
of the person sending the letter, and the date. If letterhead
paper is used, the date alone is written. (2) The heading is
written in the upper right-hand corner of the space within the
picture-frame margin to be devoted to the letter.
e. The inside address (1) includes the name and address of the
person to whom the letter is sent. It is commonly a duplicate
of the address on the envelope. (2) It is written on the
left-hand side of the page next to the picture -frame margin.
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a little below the position of the heading on the right-hand
side •
f. The salutation is a formal greeting.
(1) The most commonly used salutations in a business letter are
the following:
(a) Dear Sir: (common salutation for one man)
(b) My dear Sir: (more formal than Dear Sir: )
(c) Dear Mr. V/hlte: (used for personal acquaintance)
(d) My dear Mr. V/hite: (more formal than (c) )
(e) Dear Madam: (to either married or unmarried woman)
(f) Gentlemen: (common salutation to a firm)
(g) Dear Sir: (common salutation to an unknown person
who may be of either sex)
(2) The salutation is written below the inside address, at
the extreme left-hand margin of the letter.
(3) A colon is always used after the formal salutation, never
a comma. “Dear”, preceded by "My”, is not capitalized:
"My dear Miss Brown:" "My dear Sir:" Notice that "Sir"
after "dear" is capitalized.
g. The body of the letter contains all necessary information re-
lating to the particular matter being discussed. Unity demands
that one subject only be discussed in one letter. Two unre-
lated subjects demand two letters, according to some author-
ities
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h. The compliinentary close appears just before the signature
at the end of the letter.
(1) The following expressions may be used for the complimentary
close
:
(a) "Yours truly" is proper for any business letter.
"Yours very truly", "Very truly yours" are graceful
and Interchangeable variations.
(b) "Respectfully yours" implies a sense of respect from
the writer to the one addressed, such as: from a less
important person to a superior in age or in position;
to one being asked a favor; or to one whose position
naturally demands respect, i.e., a clergyman,
a principal of a high school, the president of the
United States.
(c) "Cordially yours" would be a courteous phrase from one
granting a favor.
(d) "Sincerely yours" should be restricted in use to those
business letters where an expression of the writer's
sincerity adds to the meaning of the letter. It
could be used in a letter expressing thanks or ap-
preciation for a service.
(2) The complimentary close is written so that the signature
below it (with the same left-hand margin or an indented
left-hand margin) falls within the prescribed right-hand
margin of the letter.
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(3) The complimentary close is always followed by a comma.
Only the first word of the complimentary close is
capitalized.
i. The signature tells from whom the letter comes. In order to
ensure clarity, the given name should be written in full,
together with any identifying initial, i. e: John R. Jones
rather than J. Jones. A man never signs "Mr”; an unmarried
woman signs "Miss” before her name; a married woman signs her
own maiden name together with the married last name, i. e:
"Margaret Jones Smith
(Mrs. John J. Smith)”
j. Three common forms of arrangement of business letters today
are the block, the indented, and the semi-block forms. 1/
(1) The block fom does not use paragraph indentation in the
body of the letter, but indicates paragraphs by separat-
ing them. This form is attractive in typewritten letters,
but likely to be confusing in longhand letters.
(2) As its name implies, paragraphs are indicated by indenta-
tion in the indented form. Some authorities feel this is
the most accepted form for longhand letters.
(3) The semi-block form, which uses the block form in the
heading and address, and the indented form in the body of
the letter, is considered the most efficient form for
longhand business letters.
i/ Illustrated in Figures A, B, and C, pp. 108-110.
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k. Two styles of punctuation used in business letters are
closed, and open styles, i/
(1) The closed style uses end punctuation after every line of
the heading, the inside address, and the superscrip-
tion for the envelope.
(2) The open style uses no end punctuation in the heading,
the inside address, or the superscription for the
envelope
.
l. The arrangement of the address on the envelope follows the
style and punctuation of the heading of the letter. The
first line is about two inches from the top of the envelope
and the left-hand margin is determined by the size of the.
envelope and the length of the line of material. y
m. A few "don't ’s” observed in courteous letters.
(1) Don't omit a first name or an initial in the heading.
(2) Don't misspell the name of the person to whom you are
writing.
(3) Don't abbreviate.
(4) Don't end your letter with a participial construction.
Use a sentence. Example: Don't write, "Hoping to hear
from you soon," but rather, "I hope to hear...."
(5) Don't "beg to acknowledge"; don't "beg "at all.
(6) Don't confuse "kindly" with "please" .( continued on page 112)
w See illustrations, pp. 108 ni.d 109.
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THOMPSON AVE. AND COURT STREET
m ALFRED C. WESSMANN. PRESIDENT
E. D. APPLETON. VICE PRESIDENT
FREDERICK ZWICKER. TREASURER
ROBERT H. WESSMANN, ASST, TREASURER
E. W. PALMER, SECRETARY
A. J. BARLOW. SALES MANAGER
CABLE TAPLEYCO
April 10, 1927
Messrs. St. Clair. & Co.
1004,. 135th Street
Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich.
Attention of Mr. Jules La Forge
Gentlemen:
In accordance with your request we are return-
ing the papers you submitted in the case of Van
Horn vs. MacLeod. Please have these papers exe-
cuted and returned at your earliest convenience.
Your handling of the business connected with this
case has been entirely satisfactory. Should wo
have other business of this nature in your city,
we shall place it in your hands for settlement.
Very truly yours,





Figure A. —Illustration of block Torm and open punctuation
on letterhead paper.
ALL AGREEMENTS MADE CONTINGENT UPON STRIKES, FIRES. ACCIDENTS OR OTHER CAUSES BEYOND OUR CONTROL
METR0P01.ITAN BUILDING





ALFRED C. WESSMANN. PfUSIDEKT
E D. APPLETON, VICE PRESIDENT
FREDERICK ZWtCKER, TREASURER
ROBERT H. WESSMANN, ASST. TREASURER
E. W. PALMER. SECRETARY
A. J. BARLOW. SALES MANAGER
ifj/
aul agreements made contingent upon strikes, fires, accidents or other causes beyond our control
NUMBERING MACHINES
ALSO CLCANINO AND PCPAIRINO
BRASS STENCILS
ALSO STCNCIL inks ano brushcs
S EALS
FOP COPPOPATtONS, NOTAPiES & SOClETitS
METAL CHECKS & BADGES
STEEL STAMPS
BRONZE SIGNS
TELEPHONES RANDOLPH2057 OR 205S
:w7:T: R K S




RUBBER TYPE S HOLDERS
RUBBER STAMP RACKS




Rubber,Steel ANDBrass Marking Devices
NO. 205 WEST MADISON STREET
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
November 26, 1926.
United States Iron Company,
473-485 Fourteenth Street,




In closing your account covering the
shipment of three cars on your order #562, we
find that you have over-remitted to the ex-
tent of ^53.79. You evidently failed to de-
duct from our invoice #4018 the usual 2% dis-
count allowed for payment of bills within ten
days from date of invoice.
We enclose our check for $53. 79, the







Figure 3. —IllustraMon of indented form and closed punctua-
tion on letterhead paper.
NUMBERING MACHINES
ALSO CLEANING AND PEPAIRING
BRASS STENCILS
ALSO STENCIL INKS AND BRUSHES
S EALS
FOR CORPORATIONS, NOTARIES & SOCIETIES
METAL CHECKS & BADGES
STEEL STAMF^S
BRONZE SIGNS
TELEPHONES RANDOLPH2057 OR 2056
WORKOjnjWM




RUBBER TYPE S HOLDERS
RUBBER STAMP RACKS




Rubber,Steel ANDBrass Marking Devices








57th Street at 8th Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
You have been sending ’’Good House-
keeping” to
Miss Emma Jones Smith, 234 Main Street,
Providence, R. I.
Please send it beginning with the Novem-
ber first issue to
Miss Emma Jane Smith, 4 Park Row,
Troy, New York.
Kindly observe that you have been
spelling my name incorrectly. Please make
the typographical change as well as the
change of address.
Very tmly yours,
(Miss) Emma Jane Smith




Colt, vVhite, and Smith Co.
2403 West Court Road
Pairhaven, Connecticut




Figure E. --Superscription in indented form, closed punctuation
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(7) Don’t omit the small words such as” I, a, the.” ”In reply
would state goods were delivered as per order of June 9”
is curt and inelegant.
(8) Don’t waste time saying, "Your letter is at hand.” Refer
to the receipt of the letter more skillfully—for example,
”I like the proposal in your letter of November 26.”
(9) Don’t use such stilted expressions as "Yours of the fifth
instant”, "Thanking you for same”. Business diction
requires no special idiom. A natural tone is preferable
to an assumed business air. 1/
n. A letter ordering goods must give
;
(1) Exact information.
(a) A complete description of the goods ordered, as fol-
lows :
1) Of any article—the amount, size, style, quality,
color, trade name, and price.
2) Of a book—the author, title, and copyright date.
3) Of hotel reservations--the floor, for what length
of time, and price.
4) Of tickets for an entertainment--the date of per-
formance, the place of the reservation, and the
price
.
ITMuch of the material, c-m, is taken from Luella B. Cook,
Usings English (third year), Harcourt, .Brace and
Co., New York, 1935^ pp. 144-146.
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5) Of a change in address— the complete old address,
including name, as well as the complete new address.
(b) Arrangement for payment:
1) A statement about the enclosure of money in an
accepted form, i.e., a check.
2) A request to have goods sent G. 0. D.
3) A request to have goods charged.
(c) The name and address of the person to whom the arti-
cle is to be sent: Generally indicated by the signa-
ture and heading, otherwise indicated by a statement
of the name and address in the letter.
(d) The time and form of shipment: Only under certain
circumstances, because of a request for either a
particular kind of shipment or a special time for
shipment
.
(e) An exception: When ordering from a mail-order house,
information is given through checking a printed form
furnished by the concerns
.
(2) An orderly effect: Secured by making a tabulation of
items when ordering more than one kind of goods.
^
letter of application must include
(1) General information
(a) Personal description: Always one’s age and, (ac-
cording to one’s own discretion as to whether the
information is relevant) height, weight, complex-
ion, health, whether married, and religion.
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(b) Education, in inverted time order, including: names
of schools attended, the years, resulting certificates
or degrees.
(c) Experience, in inverted time order, including: name
of employer or firm, specific work, year of the work.
(d) References, Including about each person: the complete
name, address, telephone number, and the reason for
using that reference.
(e) Other information to reveal qualities of character,
including, for example: hobbies, social experience,
travel, membership and offices in clubs.
(f) Request for an Interview.
(g) Complete signature.
(2) A favorable impression of clarity and courtesy through
statements of ability and efficiency, and not of a desire
to be helped to earn a living; also through complete,
concise information, including a consideration of every
one of the requirements stated, and a suggestion of other
qualities to make up for any admitted deficiencies.
(3) An orderly arrangement of material through tabulation of
items, except in a letter by a person without detailed
education or experience, when a regular paragraph form of
expression is preferred.
p. Since, because of the wide-spread use of the letter as a
means of communication in the business world, a business
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letter is frequently a person’s only means of contact with
strangers, he must exercise great care in observing all the
conventions in writing a business letter in order to create
a good impression of himself.
Probable incidental learnings from the unit .
—
a* An increased vocabulary.
b# An increase in the ability to make correct use of grammar,
spelling, and punctuation.
c . An Improvement in written English self expression.
d. A more serious attitude toward one's activities because of an
Increased av/areness of the practical value of school life as
a preparation for later life.
e . An increased knowledge of the requirements of certain kinds
of positions.
f. A broadened knowledge of vocational opportunities.
g. An increased knowledge of kinds of business letters.
'L^he unit assignment .
—
a. Tentative time allotment . --After examining the business let-
ters on display, reviewing your knowledge of the materials
and forms of business letters, and taking a diagnostic
and exploratory test on the writing of business letters,
spend about five days in writing letters according to direc-
tions in "c” of the unit assignment, five more in writing
letters according to direction in ”d” of the unit assignment.
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and spend the rest of your time in doing optional work, in
reporting on your reading, and in taking a mastery test,
b. Introduction to the work of writing business letters .
(1) The evaluation of a group of business letters.—When the
twelfth-grade class assembled on the first day allotted
to the study of the business letter, they found an array
of material displayed around the room.
One part of the display showed samples of letter
paper used in business correspondence, from white bond
paper, through paper of various letter heads and colors,
to the folded note paper which a woman might use in
writing business letters. On many of these samples,
letters were written to demonstrate correct arrangement
on different kinds of paper.
Another group of samples illustrated the standard
forms of arrangement required in such concerns as the
Dennison Manufacturing Company, the Norton Company, the
local American Optical Company, and the Bryant and
Stratton School. 1/
These typewritten letters showed the variety to be
found in accepted forms. They served two purposes: They
illustrated that no one rule of writing is adhered to by
everyone, hence prepared the pupil not to be dogmatic
y-
Perhaps local concerns will furnish you copies of their form
letters. Some business schools will do so. Also, various model
form letters can be copied from good typewriting books.
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about the correctness of any one styles and they showed
the many uses and values in business today of the ability
to write a good letter.
At the front of the room books were ready for use
including: reference books on the writing of business
letters, and books for supplementary reading for both
pleasure and information. Also at the front of the room
was a pile of about one hundred business letters mounted
on cardboard, presenting varieties of paper, styles, and
kinds of letters. Some of these letters had actually
been used; others were forms to illustrate common errors
or special arrangements of materials. Some of the letters
were typed, while others were in longhand. They ranged
from perfect examples of correct business letters to let-
ters unmailable because of errors.
The class was directed to examine the samples around
the room, to attempt a semi-formal self examination of
their knowledge of the form of the business letter by
answering the questions in "(a)”, and finally to attempt
to arrange the mounted letters in three piles: one of
letters highly acceptable in all details, one of mediocre
letters, and one of poor letters. The members of the
class were to be prepared to defend their choices.
This work stimulated interest in forms, arguments
about correct style, and a development of individual
taste. Finally as a result of class discussions an outline
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of standards to use in judging the appearance of a business
letter was drawn up. Everyone had become more aware of the
value of a good appearance of a business letter. Each also
was more critical in his evaluation of appearance.
(2) Questions on the general form of the business letter. 1/
(a) Vi/hat kind of paper and what colors of paper and of
ink are considered the best form in writing a business
letter? Are any variations allowed? Why do advertis-
ing concerns use unusual color combinations in their
letters?
(b) ViHien is block form considered good usage? The semi-
block? The indented?
(c) What kind of punctuation is accepted as good usage?
(d) Are you prepared to write a letter on the board using
either block, semi -block, or indented arrangement,
and using open or closed punctuation?
(e) What Information in what order is to be found in the
heading of a business letter? In the inside address?
(f) What variation in the arrangement of the heading does
letterhead paper require?
IT (2) is to be mimeographed. All reading suggestions are made
by reference to the list of suggested readings, p. 144. A book
is Indicated by its number in the reading list, and pages are in-
dicated by numbers after the colon, 1* e: SR 12:1-2 refers to
Careers by Esca A. Rodger, pp. 1-12. The references from various
textbooks which furnish information on the form of the business
letter follow: S R 43:104-109. S R 45:144-154. S R 46:186-206.
S R 47:139-148. S R 48:233-365. S R 49:1-35.
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(g) y/hat are accepted forms of salutation In a business
letter addressed to a firm? To a woman? To a man?
(h) Which of the following two forms would you use if
you were addressing a highly respected employer:
"Dear Sir" or "My dear Sir”?
(i) How is the body of a letter arranged when using the
block form! of arrangement? The semi-block form?
The indented form?
(j) What complimentary close is always acceptable in a
business letter? 'What are some of the variations of
that expression?
(k) Under what circumstances and to what person would you
sign yourself "Cordially yours?" "Respectfully yours?"
(l) What criticism can you make of the following signa-
tures: E. Brown; Miss Nina Jones; Mr. John White;
< Margaret Jones Smith
I
(Mrs. John Smithy ; (Miss) Joan Ridd?
(m) What special ways of arranging materials do you rec-
ommend to add clarity to a letter ordering goods?
(n) What are some of the variations of accepted form
which individual companies use in their business
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(3) A diagnostic and exploratory test. 2/
(a) Write in semi-block form, using open punctuation, one
of the following letters. (This letter can earn 10
possible credits)
1) "Write an order letter to Y^inthrop and Sons,
43 V/in Street, Chicago, Illinois. You need the
following seeds immediately; black wax beans,
40 pounds, at ;|22.50; golden bantam com,
10 pounds, at i$4,00; egg plant, 2 pounds, at
!$8.00; carrots, early French forcing, 2 pounds,
at §6.00. You are paying cash." 2/
2) Send an order for goods at tomorrow’s sale price
to the Peoples Market, Southbrldge, to be
delivered at your Cedar Lake cottage and charged
to your account. Blue Label Ketchup, two large
bottles for 25/; 4 pint cans of Heinz Tomato Soup,
at two cans for 25/; 2 large packages of Blsquick
at 25/; 1 pound of Orange Pekoe Tea at 55/ a
pound.
(b) Write in indented form using closed punctuation, a
letter of application for one of the following posi-
tions. (This letter can earn 15 possible credits.)
IT See Appendix, p. 154, for key to correction.
^ A. Charles Babenroth and Edward J. McNamara, English in
Modern Business
,
Prentice-Hall, New York, 1930, p. 233.
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1) Mr. Neil Daniels, proprietor of Camp Treasure
Island, Webster Lake, has advertised for camp
counsellors, high school juniors and seniors pre-
ferred, in the Southbridge News. The camp is
open to boys and girls, 8 to 12 years of age.
Write a letter of application for the position.
2) OFFICE ASSISTANT—Must be able to answer the
telephone and write a legible hand. Give full
information and references.
Joseph Reed, 154 Main Street, Southbridge, Maas,
(c) After each item in the right-hand column below, place
the letter of the item in the left-hand column of the





(b)Alr 0 )Adjective (d)
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(a) (Miss)Ann Rice 26 )Superscriptlon. ( )
(b) Ann Rice Jones 27 )Unmarried girl ( )
(c) Phillp Reese 28)Man*s signature ( )
(d) Mr. Abel Jones
(e)Mrs. Dr. Reed
(a ) > 29 ) Punctuation for com-
(b) Mass. plimentary close ( )
(c) Mass., 30) Open punctuation ..( )
(d) * 31)Closed punctuation ( )
(e) ;
(a)Dear Sir 32)Very formal salutation. ( )
(b)Gentlemen 33)Addressing "Smith,
*(c)Dear Madam Jones, and Company".. ( )
(d)My dear Sir 34)A form considered poor
(e)Dear Sirs usage ( )
(a)Date, street, state 35 )Letterhead. .....( )
(b) Name, street, state 36)Inside address.... ( )
(c) Name, goods, place 37 )Headlng ( )
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(a) "Picture frame" 38) The first line of the
(b) One paragraph indenta- body of the letter.. ( )
tion 39)The salutation ( )
(c)All right-hand mar- 40)Block form ( )
gins directly under
each other
(d)Even with the left-
hand margin
(e) Under the punctuation
of the salutation
(a)Copyright 41)Ticket for a per
(b)Date formance ( )
(c) Price 42)Shoes ( )




(a) P 0 3 44)Transportation ( )
(b)A R C 45)Parcel Post ( )
(c) B/L 46)Freight ( )
(d) B V D
(e) C 0 D
e/ij xQ aeTlI an". (tC. " ( ij)
’
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( a )Hespectfully yours 47 )Always correct in a
(b )Cordially yours business letter.
(
)
( c )Re3pectively yours 48) A common error ( )
(d) Sincerely yours 49)To a superior.. ( )
(e)Very truly yours
(a) 50) Indented form. ......... )
51 )Semi-block form. ....... )
Outline of a heading 52 )Letterhead paper ( )
of a letter.
(b)
Outline of a heading
of a letter.
(c)
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Outline of letter as far
as complimentary close.
(e)




(d) Chose the expression which correctly completes each
of the following statements. In each case only one
choice is correct. Place the letter which indicates
your choice in the parenthesis following the
question.
53) In the heading of a business letter the date
(a) does not appear (b) is on the first line
(c) is on the second line (d) is on the third
line ( )
54) The heading of a business letter tells (a) the
sender (b) the receiver (c) the sender’s ad-
dress (d) the receiver’s address ..( )
55) A correct salutation in a business letter to
Miss Ruth Smith is (a) Dear Madam (b) My Dear
Miss Smith (c) Dear Ruth (d) Dear Madame ( )
56) A correct salutation in a business letter to
one member of a firm is (a) Dear 3111 (b) Dear
Sir (c) My Dear Sir (d) Gentlemen ( )
57) The form considered most correct today in a
longhand business letter is (a) block (b) in-
dented (c) individual (d) semi-block ( )
58) The inside address contains (a) the writer's
name and address (b) the writer's address and
date (c) the receiver’s address (d) the
receiver's name and address ( )
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c. Learning to write an order letter : required and suggested
work * 1/
(1) Before starting to write any order letters you should be
able to answer these questions* Opportunity will be
given In class for discussion of these questions.
(a) In sending an order letter what kind of Information
should be given
1) V/hen ordering shoes?
2) Vi/hen ordering a copy of Elements of Commercial
English by J* L* Zerbe? (Where will you find the
necessary Information about any book?)
3) When ordering a ticket for a boxing snatch or a
reserved seat for a concert?
4) When making a hotel reservation? (Suppose all your
Information about what you wanted was the length
of time you were going to stay In the city and the
limit of the money you had to spend. Would that
Information help in making a reservation?)
5) When asking the publisher to send a magazine to
your new address from now on*
(b) V/hat are some of the common forms of sending money
through the mail? Which ones have you ever used?
Which are the forms most frequently used?
IT Section "c” is to be mimeographed. S R 43:225-226.
S R 44:37-83. S R 46:216-219. S R 49:213-220 and 226-227.
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(c) If you were ordering goods from a store with which
you had never traded, and you did not know how much
the article would cost, how could you arrange for
payment?
(d) Prom what parts of the business letter does the store
find out to whom to send the order?
(e) How does one let the store know that the order is to
go to some other person than the one signing the
letter?
(f) Can you imagine any conditions under which you’d want
to give special directions about the time or manner of
sending fruit, ice-cream, a china tea set, a party
dress?
(g) VVhat do you consider essential Information in an ef-
ficient business letter? What happens if any of these
parts are omitted?
(h) VVhat recommendations for an arrangement of the fol-
lowing items in an order to Sears and Roebuck, Worcester,
would you make?
10 rolls of wall paper #438, at 10^ a roll;
4 pairs of size 7 black stockings #28 for boys at 25j^;
3 yards dark blue 3 inch wide grosgrain ribbon at 15
a yard; 10 rolls of wall paper border #439 at 5^ a roll;
6 linen dish towels with a blue border at 30^ apiece;
a lawn mower #238 at $7*50.
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(2) Show that you know how to prepare a good letter ordering
articles by writing the following letters, i^ret your
necessary information from advertisements.
(a) A letter ordering wearing apparel from a city depart-
ment store.
(b) A letter ordering at least four articles.
(c) A letter placing an order for a subscription to a
magazine
.
(d) A letter making a hotel reservation.
(e) A letter ordering a book.
(f) A letter making reservation for an entertainment,
i.e., a hockey, baseball, or football game, a con-
cert, a play.
(g) A letter telling of a change in address.
(3) As soon as a mailable copy of each of these letters has
been credited to you, show your knowledge of as many
other kinds of business letters as you can. Some sug-
gestions from the following lists may help you.
(a) Letters of complaint, i/ (Write one or more of these
letters with reference to your order letters.)
1) The wearing apparel was wrong in some detail. You
need the garment within a week's time. Request
that the right garment be sent to you.
y S R \zi21Q^2T7
,
S R 45:91-93. S R 46:162-165.
226 and 229-231.
S R 47:225-
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2) One of several articles ordered was not sent.
Now you do not want it. Write, stating the cir-
cumstances, and countermand the article.
3) Two months have elapsed since the order for the
magazine was sent and as yet you have not received
a copy. Send a letter inquiring about it.
4) The letter acknowledging your hotel reservation
gives an incorrect date for the reservation. Ask
that it be corrected.
(b) Letters of inquiry, i/ (Write one or more of these)
1) "A letter to the president of some school club
concerning requirements of membership.
2) "A letter to some business firm requesting inform-
ation necessary for an assignment in economics or
sociology.
3) "A letter to the head of a girls' camp or a boys'
camp asking for information concerning a two
weeks' outing.
4) "A letter to a prominent alumnus of your school
seeking information concerning himself for use in
Introducing him to a pep assembly.
5) "A letter to the principal of a school asking in-
formation regarding plans for Homecoming Week." ^
y S R 44:37-38. S R 45:159-162.
y Luella B. Cook, op. cit. p. 162
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d. Learning to write _a letter of application : required and
suggested work * 1/
(1) When starting work on the letter of application, one
should read widely among the references suggested In the
reading list (a) about the form of the application letter
and (b) about the kinds of jobs open to people today.
Also, "a student should settle two questions In his own
mind
:
(a) What are the particular requirements of the position
sought? The answer to this question depends upon an
accurate analysis of the employer or his business
—
his or Its Interests, standards, and demands.
(b) What are ^ particular qualifications for the
position? In this question the answer depends upon
a careful study of oneself." 2/
1) The following self analysis blank should be filled
out, and thought given to the questions In "(3)"
- in the unit assignment before starting to write
a letter of application.
i/ Section "d" is to be mimeographed. S R 43:290-307.
S R 44:89-91. S R 45:154-159. S R 46:294-299. S R 49:250-263.
Cook, Luella 3., op. cit., pp. 154-155.
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A SELF ANALYSIS BLANK
NAME
ADDRESS
BIRTH PLACE** AGE***.*yrs mo****
HEALTH
EDUCATION: (Last School First)
In filling out this blank, check your abilities unless
you are asked for special Information, such as speed or year*
In such cases give specific information.
SKILLS FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Shorthand Speed* . * * French* * * .Speak* * .Read* * .Write* * *
Typing Speed. * * * Italian* * .Speak. . .Read* * .Write * *
.
Bookkeeping* * . Polish* * * .Speak* . .Read* * .Write* .
*
Comptometry. * * Latin Years of Study
Filing
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
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Job Length of Employer
time
REFERENCES
Name Address Telephone Your reason for
giving this re-
ference










(3) Questions on the letter of application.
(a) In what magazines or newspapers will you look for
advertisements of help wanted? In what part of a
magazine or where in a newspaper is such information
found?
(b) Vi/hat is an unsolicited letter of application? Will
an opening sentence for that kind differ from letter
answering an advertisement? How?
(c) Is giving information about one's height necessary
in applying for work in a restaurant? For work as a
model for clothes? Can you suggest details of your
personal appearance which need not be mentioned in
applying for some particular job?
(d) In what kinds of work, especially in Southbridge,
would the knowledge of different languages be of
value?
(e) What value is it to an employer to know you "have
taken any subject for two years”? How should you
state the information so your qualifications will
be evident?
(f) How can you show ability in shorthand, in typing?
(g) Whom would a high school student without experience
be able to ask for a recommendation for a job? If
he had had experience? After a pupil had had ad-
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(h) How should a person make certain that the people he
refers to will recommend him?
(i) VVhat information should be given about his refer-
ences? \Vhy?
(j) VThat should the letter of application state about
salary? Vi/hy?
(k) Should the person ask for an interview? VVhy?
(l) iVhat are good reasons to give for wanting the job?
(m) What complimentary close should be used?
(n) How should the letter be signed?
(o) Why is the appearance of the application letter so
Important?
(p) What is a courteous sentence to use:
1) In opening a letter of application?
2 ) In introducing your qualities of character?
3) In Introducing your references?
(q) "Imagine that you are the person addressed in the
following letters. To whom would you give the
position? Y/hy? Look carefully at the details of
the letter. Be prepared to defend ^'our choice. 2/
IT This question, including the letters, pp. 136-138, is taken
from Cook, Luella B.
,









I am interested in your offer for a cashier in your
lunch room.
I am neat appearing and clean and I am able to do arith
me tic quickly and accurately. I have had a position on











I wish to apply for a position '4n the lunch room; the
position I had in mind was cashier. T am an "A" junior, and
have taken a corainercial course, including commercial arith-
metic, which by taking, has helped me to make change more accu-
rate. I also have clerked in a grocery store, and if you wish
any recommendations I am sure my employer, Mr. Stewart would
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1005 -5th Ave. S.
Minneapo 1 i s , Minn
.
Oct. 16, 1931




I should like to apply for the position of cashier
during second lunch period. I have had experience in
cashiering for tv/o summers. If any references are required
please see my former bookkeeping teacher, Mr. Stone, or
managers of Daytons or Powers department stores, where I
had my previous experience.
Yours truly.
Hazel Owen 1/
3622-14 th Ave. So,
Minneapolis, Minn,
Oct. 14,




I should like to apply for the position of "cashier” in
the lunchroom of Central High School. My fourth hour is vacant
and therefore I would be able to take charge of both lunch
periods. As to experience, I have had some. I have worked in
a store out of town during the summer months. It was at
806-8th St. S. E. This is the only reference I have.
Yours very truly.
Flora Dreiser 1/
ITThese names were written in script, in the original.
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Mrs. A. V. Shultz
Manager of Lunch Room
Central High School
Dear Mrs. Shultz;
I would like to apply for the position of lunch room
cashier.
I have had experience in the handling of money: (1) I
have worked in a meat market for one year, (2) I have had a
paper route for three years.
You may call Mr. H. 3. Pittard at 3807 Bloomington Ave.
where I worked as helper in his meat market,, or
Mr. C. P. Jenson, route manager of district five, at the
Minneapolis Star.
I am willing to work and would do my best at all times.
Respectfully yours,
Albert Hawkins i/”
V This name was written in script, in the original.
c
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(4) Show that you know how to prepare a good letter of
application by writing the following letters. The first
four letters are to be prepared as if you were actually
applying for a job today; and the last one, as if you
had more education and experience than you really have.
(a) A letter applying for a position in town advertised in
either of the local newspapers.
(b) A letter applying for a position out of town, advertis-
ed in a newspaper or magazine.
(c) An unsolicited letter of application.
(d) A letter of application for a position when you can-
not fulfill all of the requirements.
(e) A letter applying for a position which requires
experience
•
(5) As soon as mailable copies of letters satisfying these
requirements have been credited to you, show your knowledge
of as many other kinds of business letters as you can.
Some letters closely related to letters of application
are the following:
(a) A letter of thanks for the Interview. 2;/
1) Vi/rite a letter of thanks for any one of the
interviews which have followed your letter of
application in the preceding excercise.
1/ S R 49:260.
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(b) A letter requesting recommendation, i/
1)
Write a letter to someone asking permission to
use his name as reference .( Remember such a letter
would be written before sending the letter of ap-
plication. )
(c) A letter of introduction. 2/
1) Write a letter to your former English teacher
introducing a friend from high school who is
moving to the city where the teacher now works.
2) Write a letter which a teacher might write to
Introduce you to his brother who is the manager
of a department store where you hope to get a job.
3) Write a letter introducing someone who has been
senior class president and a prominent athlete to
a man who needs a salesman.
V s R 49:235, also 121-122.
2/ S R 49:234, also 110,111,237.
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e. Optional Work
(1) The following samples of your own work may be submitted.
(a) Letters written while compiling your stamp collection.
(b) Letters sending away for samples.
(c) Order letters you have written for your family.
(d) Letters written in connection with any club work.
(e) An actual letter of application which you expect to
use
.
(f) Other letters. (By getting permission to submit them.)
(2) A report on the use of letters as a literary form both in
the early development of the novel, 1/ and in more recent
novels . 2/
(3) Write a letter, seeking information about the kinds of
jobs open to people graduating from that school, to a
school of special training, such as Miss Lesley’s
Kindergarten School, Cambridge; the Cambridge School of
Landscape Architecture, Cambridge; Massachusetts
Agriculture College, Amherst; or any other. --Then write
a letter of application which you might write after
receiving the training from the school.
(4) Volunteers are requested to give oral reports, from ex-
perience (your own or your acquaintances’), on work which
is to be had in Southbridge.
1/ S R 28,29.
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(a) The report should include:
1) Training necessary.
2) Type of personality needed.
3) Pay.
4) Possibilities of advancement.
5) Difficulties of the position.
6) Advantages of the position.
(b) Suggestions from past reports include:
1) Work in the 5 and 10 for a girl, for a boy.
2) Caddying at the Country Club
3) Secretary in the principal’s office.
4) Working in a beauty parlor.
5) Working on a bread route.
6) Peddling newspapers.
7) Jobs at Ames Worsted and A. 0. Co.
8) Telephone operator.
9) Secretarial work.
10) General office work.
11) Barber.
12) Building up a candy store business.
13) House painter.
14) Running a gas station.
15) School teaching.
16) Architecture.
17) Jobs in the A. & P.
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(c) Similar reports can be made on jobs to be had outside
of Southbridge. Some suggestions are jobs connected
with: y
1) Aviation.






(d) "You are planning a garden. Order the kinds of seeds
that you would like to have. Be sure to give the
amount and price as well as the variety. If you are
writing this letter for practice, perhaps you can use
an old seed catalogue. If you are actually going to
have a garden, send for a nev/ catalogue and make out
a genuine order.
(e) "You are going to a summer cottage in a country place.
Write to the village grocer giving a list of supplies
that you would like to find in the cottage when you
arrive. Give him directions for getting the key or
for leaving the groceries where they will be safe.
(f) "You are acting as secretary for the principal.
Send an order for five new books." 2/
—/ SRI. through S R 16.
2/ Chapman, Lucy H., Using English ( second year )
.
Harcourt, Brace and Co., New York, 1935, p. 37.
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f . Sugj^ested Readings
In the following list, the date of publication of the book
has frequently been included so that one may know how nearly
up-to-date it is. The library call numbers are those of the
Jacob Edwards Library, Southbridge ; CRC means that copies of
the book are available in the class-room library.
( 1 ) Information about Vocations
(a) General
1) Babson, Roger W.
,
New Ways To Make
Money 371.42B115




3) Bijur, George, (1934) Choosing a
Career 374.13594
4) Blackford and Newcomb, (1934) Right
Job 374.13628
V.l
5) Pilene, Catherine, (1934) Careers for
Women .374. 1P481
6) Pleischman, Doris, E.
,
(1935) An
Outline of Careers for Women. . .374. 1P596
7) Fryer, Douglas, (1925) Vocational Self -
Guidance 650P16
8) Gowin, Wheatley, and Brewer, (1923)
Occupations 371.4G723
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10)
Kitson, H. D., (1929) How to ?ind the
Riprht Vocation 374.1K62.1
11) (1931) I Find ^ Vocation 374.42K62
12) Rodger, Esca A., (1934) Careers 374.1R691
( b ) Specific Vocations
13)
Arnold, General H. H., and Baker, Major
Ira, This Flying Game ( aviation )... .629, 3A755
14) Bleyer, W. G., (1929) Journalism .070.3647.1
15) Dibble, S. E., (1918) Elements of
Plumbing . .696D545
16) Durstine, Roy S., (1928) This Advertising
Business .659D966.1
. 17) Henry, F. S., (1927) Printing 655H521
18) Kelly, A. A., (1923) The Household
Painter 698K29





to Design and Make Them .698K81
20) Lutz, E. G., (1927) Motion Picture
Cameraman 778L975
21) Matesek, Ray J., (1931) Commercial Art
and Design .740M425
22) Playground and Recreation Association of
America, (1924) Camping Out (the training
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23) Quigley, M. C., and Marcus vV. E., (1936)
Portrait of a Library 027Q6




25) Rubinstein, Helena, (1930) The Art of
Eemlnine Beauty 646R896
26) Turner and Town, (1914) Pattern Making « 621 . 7T944
(2) Letters in Literature
(a) A device in fiction
27) Boas and Smith, En.joyment of Literature ,
pp. 194; 433-434 GRC
28) Schweikert, Inglis, Cooper, Sturdevant, and
Benet, Adventures in English
Literature pp. 363-375..... CRC
(b) Humorous
29) Aldrich, T. B., Marjory Daw . .....A365.2
30) Irwin, Wallace, Letters of a Japanese
School-boy .172.1
31) Lardner, Ring, Lose with a Smile L321.3
32) Private (WAAG) Letters of Thomas ina Atkins
.
by Private ( WAAG ) on Active Service . . .940.9L65.1
33) Rogers, Will, Letters of a Self-Made
Diplomat to His President .317R731.1
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(c) Serious (others suggested in Modern Biography) . .CRC
35) Katherine, Letters from an Oregon Ranch. .. .K19.
1
36) Keyes, Mrs. Prances P., Letters from a
Senator’s Wife 917.53K44
(3)
37) Steward, E. P., Letters of a Woman
Homesteader BS851
Present Day Conditions
38) Pearson, and Brown, (1935) The American
Diplomatic Game .327P361
39) Selder, George, (1935) Freedom of the
Press 070.13S464
40) Sullivan, Mark, (1935) Our Times , The
Twenties 973 . 9S951
V.6
41) Walker, Stanley, (1936) Mrs. Astor ’
s
Horse 917.3W184
42) Zinsser, Hans, (1935) Rats , Lice , and
History . 616Z78
(4) Reference Texts
43) Babenroth, and McNamara, English in Modern
Business
, pp. 104-119; 290-307.
44) Chapman, Using English , (second year) pp. 82-91
45) Cook, Using English, (third year) pp. 144-159.





(second course) pp. 139-155
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48) Wooley, Scott, and Tressler, Hlpih School Hand -
book of Compoaltlon .
49) Zerbe, Elements of Commercial English , pp. 1-35;
212-221; 250-263.
g. A mastery test on the writing of business letters . i/
(1) Write, in semi -block form using open punctuation, one of
the following letters. (This letter has 10 possible
credits
. )
(a) As secretary to the Athletic Association of the high
school you have to order the following goods. You
are paying cash. A Spalding H 5 V Regulation
Football at ij^lO.VS; 1 Spalding A V Football at ;j8.60;
2 Spalding C G V T Footballs at $3.00 each.
(b) Order from R. J. Ross Co., Boston, Mass., sent special
delivery for your brother’s birthday, and charged to
your account: 1 dark blue Arrow shirt, at $4.50,
15 neck, 27 sleeve; and 1 size 40 brown suede jacket
at $20.
(2) Write in block form, open punctuation a letter of appli-
cation for one of the following positions:
(a) WANTED—A high school pupil as part-time clerk.
Must be accurate, dependable, and neat. The Rolf
Candy Mart, 38 Main Street, Southbridge.
\/ This is an alternate form of the diagnostic and exploratory
test, p. 120. See Appendix, p. 156, for key to correction.
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(b) Mr. Neil Daniels is the proprietor of the Saturday-
Outdoor Recreational Camp open to boys and girls
from 9 to 15 years of age. He is advertising for
counsellors of high school age. Write a letter of
application. (This letter has 15 possible credits.)
(3) After each item in the right-hand column below, place the
letter of the item in the left-hand column of the same




( a ) V/hale 0 ) Fruit (c)
(b) Tree 0)Vegetable (e)







Superscription 26) Paul Jones ( )
(b Unmarried girl 27 ) (Miss ) Anne Thomas . . . ( )
(c)Married v/oman 28)Mr. Frank Wald ( )
(d)Man’s signature
(e)A title
( a Punctuation for salutation 29) Conn., ( )
(b) Open Punctuation 30) June 4, 1936 ( )
(c) Closed punctuation 31)Dear Sir; ( )
(d) Incorrect punctuation
(e) This p-unctuation is always used
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(a) 7orm to a firm of women
(b
)
Addressing a Rotary Club
(c) Poor usage
(d) A formal salutation











(d) The whole letter
( e Letterhead





52)Dear Sir ( )33)




Street, state, date..( )
36)




33) ’’Picture frame” ( )
39)
Even with the left-





41 )Date .....( )
42) Copyright ( )
43)
Style number ( )
*
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(a) An order blank 44 )C 0 D ( )
(b) Parcel post 45 )P 0 B ( )
(c) Frelght 46 )P 0. ( )
(d) A state
(e) Payment
(a) Business people on 47 )Yours truly { )
friendly terms 48)Very truly yours ( )
(b) Alway3 a correct form 49)Cordially yours ( )
(c)An incorrect form
(d) Too familiar for a business
letter
(e) Always correct, and graceful







This represents a letter as
far as the complimentary
( )close
r^c
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This represents a heading
52)
( )
This represents a letter as far
as the complimentary close ( )
(4) Chose the expression which correctly completes each
of the following statements. In each case only one
choice is correct. Place the letter which indicates
your choice in the parenthesis following the question.
53) The first line of the heading of a business letter
contains (a) a name (b) a street address (c) a
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54) The heading of a business letter tells (a) the
sender's name and address (b) the receiver's ad-
dress and the date (c) the sender's address and
the date (d) the receiver's name, address, and
the date •( )
55) The inside address tells (a) the sender's name,
address, and date (b) the receiver's name and ad-
dress (c) the sender's name and the date (d) the
receiver's address and the date ( )
56) A correct salutation in a business letter to
Mr. Frank Buckley is (a) Dear Prank (b) Dear sir
(c) Gentlemen (d) My dear Mr. Buckley.
(
)
57) A correct salutation in a business letter to
Mrs. J. R. Fritz is (a) My Dear Mrs. Fritz
(b) Dear madam (c) Dear Madam (d) Dear Sir ( )
58) In longhand business letters, today, the form
most widely considered correct is (a) semi-block
form, open punctuation (b) block form, open
punctuation (c) semi-block form, closed punctuation
(d) indented form, closed punctuation. ( )
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Key to Diagnostic and Exploratory Test on page 120. i/(1)
..l. Correct form in heading and inside address.
2. Correct punctuation in heading and inside address.
3. Correct placement of salutation.
4. Correct punctuation of salutation.
5. Correct placement of the first line of the body of the
letter.
6. Items in tabulated form.
7. Statement of payment.





. 11. Correct form in heading and inside address.
12. Correct punctuation in heading and inside address.
13. Correct placement of salutation.
14. Correct punctuation of salutation.
15. Correct placement of first line of the body of the letter.
VThis test is intended to discover the pupil’s ability to write
a business letter in good form. Pupils making errors in spell-
ing, sentence and paragraph structure, and choice of words will
be given corrective work according to their individual needs.
2/»c orrect''ls interpreted according to the standards stated in
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Key to Diagnostic and Exploratory Test (continued).
16. Statement of age.
17. Statement of qualifications.
18. Statement of education.
19. Statement of references.
20. Statement of address of references.
21. Omission of appeal to sympathy.
22. Request for interview.
23. Suitable complimentary close.
24. Correct signature.
25. Correct margins.
(3 ) . . . . 26 . . .d 38. . .b 50. . .b
27... a 39. . .d 51. . .e
23 . . .
c
40. . .c 52. . .
a
29 ... a 41. ..b (4)....53...d
•••oto 42. ..d 54. ..c
31. . . 43 ... a 55 ... a
32 . * . d 44. . .a 56. . .b
33 . . . b 45. . .e 57. . .d
34 . . .
e
46. . .c 58. . .d
35 . . . 47. . .e
36 . . .
d
48. . .d
37. . .b 49. . .a
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Key to Mastery Test on page 148. i/(1)
..l. Correct form in heading and inside address.
2. Correct punctuation in heading and inside address.
3. Correct placement of salutation.
4. Correct punctuation of salutation.
5. Correct placement of the first line of the body of the
letter.
6. Items in tabulated form.
7. Statement of payment*





. 11. Correct form in heading and inside address.
12. Correct punctuation in heading and inside address.
13. Correct placement of salutation.
14. Correct punctuation of salutation.
15. Correct placement of first line of the body of the letter.
16. Statement of age.
17. Statement of qualifications.
18. Statement of education.
19. Statement of references.
20. Statement of address of references.
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Key to Mastery Test (continued).
21. Omission of appeal to sympathy.
22. Request for interview.
23. Suitable complimentary close.
24. Correct signature.
25. Correct margins.
26 . . .d 43 . .
. e
27. . .b 44 . . .
e
00
• • • p 45 . . . c
29. . .c 46 . . .b
30. . .b 47. . .b
31. . .d 48. . .e
32 . . •
e
49 ... a
33 . . .
d
50. . .d
34. . .b 51. . .b
35 . . . e 52. . •
36 ... a (4)....53...b
37. . .d 54. . .
c
38. . .d 55 . . .b
39. . .c 56 . . .d
40. . .a 57. . .3
41. . .a 58. . .a
42. . .d
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A DESCRIPTION PROM ACTUAL DATA OP A Tl/VELPTH-GRADE ENGLISH CLASS
OP T\VENTY-EIGHT HIEMBERS IN THE MARY E. VffiLLS HIGH SCHOOL,
SOUTHBRIDGE.
Sources of data . --In order to form an estimate of the kind
of work to be expected from a class of twenty-eight twelfth-
grade pupils, in the Mary E. Wells High School, Southbridge, the
data in Figures P-J, on pages 159-163, were gathered together.
This in general, is the kind of data described in chapter I,
page 3, which, known about an individual pupil, should assist
the teacher in an intelligent guidance of the pupil's activities.





Form A, i/ together with the
official record of their eleventh-year grades, furnished the
data about their scholarship record. Information for further
description of the class came from office records, and the gen-
eral personal knowledge of the teacher about the pupils' families,
activities, and plans for the future.
In Figures F-I, the 7-24-38-24-7 percentage distribution is
used in the normal curve. This is the "percentage distribution
IT Arthur S. Otis, The Otis Self-Administering Test of Mental
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In Politics . . .2
9 8
Figure ?.--Data pertaining to the background, interests, and
future plans of twenty-eight members of a twelfth-grade English
class
.





Monograph No. 13, Survey of Secondary Education,
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C., 1932, p. 440.
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Conclusions from a study of these data * --
1. Since half the class was hllingual (Fig. P) an important
responsibility of the English teacher seemed to be to offer
opportunities for oral English work with especial attention
to correct idiomatic expression*,
2. The strong and varied interests of one third of the class
(Pig. F) promised interesting possibilities in the type of
voluntary work to be expected.
3. Since only about one third of the class desired certification
(a grade of 80^0 in preparation for later entrance require-
ments (Pig. P), that desire could not be expected to furnish
a goal to serve as a motivation to effort.
4. The general home background was noncultural (Pig.P), hence the
English teacher should help build a wide experiental back-
ground through guidance in optional work and suggested readings.
5. The comparison of the Otis Test results of the twenty-eight
pupils with the Army Alpha standard (Pig. G; showed that the
best rating of the class group was lower than the country
wide standard of ”A". As a result of this comparison it
seemed wise to make requirements for English certification,
especially, and also for all A and 3 grades as well, more
stringent in order to prepare the pupils to meet the country
wide standard.
6. The twenty-eight pupils, measured by their I. Q.’s (Pig. H),
belonged to the superior group in intelligence of the twelfth-
grade class.
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7. Their previous performance in English proved to be fairly
consistent with the performance expected from their I. Q.’s.
(Fig. J).
8. Their average English scholarship marks, however, were
superior to their average scholarship marks in all subjects,
which was Interpreted to mean this group either found English
to their liking or could be stimulated to do good work in
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